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I. 
THESIS OUTLINE 
The Nevr Movement 
A. Conditions giving rise to it 
li(>~+o.,'.,~ 
~1 %.'1£t+ 
R>\9 
lG'-?._, \i_,~·­
/.:Jb.,... 
1. Traditional restrictions, artificial conventions 
2, Stagnation 
3. Naturalism 
4, General conditions of human progress 
B. What it is 
1. Attempt to catch up with life and art 
2. Experimentation 
3. Creation of new standards 
C. Aims and achievements 
1. Elimination of realism from settings 
2. Birth of new type of play 
3. Application of the principles of design to 
art of theatre 
4. Adaptation to use of theatre of every modern in-
vention of color and light 
5. Minimizing of spoken word and its application 
to forms of fantasy and symbolism 
II. Three Aspeots 
A. The Aesthetic Drama 
1. Nature 
a. Entirely new creation 
b. Primarily visual and decorative 
c. Impressionistic rather than realistic 
d, Appeal through pure beauty of sight and sound 
e. Unity of action, music and setting 
• 
Outl-ine 
r. 
~ 
2. Leaders· 
a. Go:rdon Craig - England 
-b. Max Reinhardt '"'"" Germany 
c .. Leon Bakst -·Russia 
3. Forms 
a. Marionette play 
b. Mimo Drama 
o. Dance.Dra.ma 
B. Drama of Emotion and Thought 
1. Psychologio:ve. aesthetic drama 
2. Nature 
a. _Story of human souls 
b. Appeal to emotions and through emotions 
to intellect 
3. Best exemplified in the English School of Sincerity 
·a. Aims and nature of 11 sinceren d:rama 
· b. Ibsen - the 11 father 11 
o. Gal sworth y 
d. Barrie 
e. Shaw 
f. Barker 
g . Houghton 
h. Mase:field 
4. Tb,e Irish School 
a. Blendingo~ realism, idealism and symbolism 
b. Out standing figures 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
Synge 
~'c- • ~t,rv1ne 
Hyde· 
-·outline 
3. 
( ) ,4. Gregory 
(5) Robinson 
(6) Yeats 
(7) Moore 
5, Repertory Movement 
a. Miss_ Horniman 1 s R~pertory Company 
b. The Abbey_Theatre, Dublin 
C. liRe-theatralizing of the Drama." 
1. Fusion point of psychologic and ae-sthetic 
2. Attempt to:· 
a. Perfect visual side of dramatic plays 
b. Fit more perfectly to theatre forms of drama 
least theatric 
c. Examples - Work of Reinhardt 
3. Results 
a .. Discredit of naturalistic method 
· b, . Creation of new stagecraft 
III. The New Stagecraft-
A. History 
B. Leaders 
0. Status in: 
1. England 
2. Ge.rmany 
3. F.re..nce 
• 
4 . .Ame~·ica. 
Outline -• 
4. 
D Theoxy and Technique; Methode of executing 
E. Results 
F. Examples-
G. Lighting 
H. The Painter 
I. Expre_ssionisra 
J. The "Color Organ11 
IV, The New Playhouse 
A. New type necessary for riew stagecraft 
B. Aim of new theatre architects 
C. Examples of new type 
1. Dalcroze PlaJ7'house 
Z. Grosses Sohauspielhaus 
3. Jacques Cop_eau and the Th"e'B..tre du Vieu.x 
- Colurnbier 
V. The New Play 
A. New form · 
1. Substitution :lbr. three- and four-act form of 
play of scenes 
Z. Dialogue minimized 
3.-Rising action maintained 
4. Place fo:r both prose and poet:ry 
B; New Content 
1. History of realism- its tWilight 
2. Aim 
3. Three Schools 
a. School of Yev:re~off 
b. School of Futurists 
c. 
Outline 
5. 
E~pressionist School 
(1) Most important 
(2) History 
(3) Leaders and examples 
(4) Outlook 
VI. America and the New Movement 
A. Status 
1. Meager beginning 
2. Almost total lack of aesthetic drama and ex-
pressionism 
B. Cause of slow progress 
1. Lack of great playwrights 
2. Strength without subtlety 
3. Lack of poetic touch 
4, Low standards of popular taste 
5. Commercialism 
6. Drama considered secondary to acting and setting 
C. The American Playwright 
1. Comparative failure 
2. Outstanding dramatists 
a. Mackaye 
b. Peabody 
c. Walter 
d. Klein 
e. Kenyon 
f. Gates 
g. Sheldon 
h. Augustus Thomas 
i. Kennedy 
its cause 
• 
I 
. j, 0 1 Neill 
Ontli:ne-
6 . 
D. The American Commercial Producer-
- - - -
1. Comparative f-ailure 
2. Naturalistic staging 
3. David Belasco 
~. Real P.rogress 
1. European ·Influence· in importated plays 
a. English 
b. -Venetia-n 
c._ F.rench 
d. Ge.rn1an 
e .. Russian 
2. Experimental- Theatres 
a. Little and Art theatres 
c. University dramatics 
d, Open-air theatres 
I 
I 
AMERICA AND THt NEw Movm:nmT 
I IN THE THEATRE 
I 
I 
The new !movement in the theatre is 'of comparatively 
I 
recent origin. j Though there were here and there isolated 
instances of i~novations before this time, twenty-five years 
i 
woUld easily cdmpass these activities; indeed, the large, 
outstanding st~ides have been made within 'practically a 
decade. I . 
Conditions Giv:]ng Rise to the New Novement 
When thJ present great period of human progress was 
entered upon, ~he theatre seems to have been the only 
activity of li~e neglected. Traditions of society, school 
I 
and church wer~ assailed and overturned, but the conventions 
I 
of the theatre !were unchallenged and the "art 11 of the play-
i 
house plodded dn at will in its rut of stagnation. 
I 
But onc1 the movement was started, .it has become 
within these ft-v·v years so intense and wideS}:."lread that 11 toda.y 
there is very 4efinite promise of such a flowering as the 
I : 
drama has not *nown since the days of Queen Elizabeth. In 
I , . -
remarkable stxides :the theatre is catohing up with life, and -
- I . . - . . -
it is quite as I important, though generally forgotten -
With art. Wi tl)in a decade there has been . infused into the 
! 1/ 
old body more tew blood than for three _centuries before. tt-
-~ 
1 
Cheney, 
I 
Sheidon: The New Movement in the Theatre, 
I ps. 13 and 14 
j 
! 
• 
• 
2 
The nev:r 
1
movement has literally taken by storm the 
. I 
theatres of Ger!Inany and Russia, has affeot,ed somewhat less 
I . 
foroi bly those lof Ftanoe and Great Britain, and within. the 
! 
last eight yea:rls has become a dominating factor in the serious 
theatre of Ame~ioa. 
! 
What It Is I 
To defiJe this ne11v movement of the dramatic world is 
I 
not a simple o~ an easy thing. Drama is too intensely human 
I 
to permit of cllose definition. Kenneth MacGowan likens the 
i 
I 
nev1 movement to a stream of theory and effort, its source 
I 
not found in arly one mind, and its course out ceaselessly by 
I . .· . · 11 
cross-currents,! and ttmuddied by alien waters. n The new 
movement may b~ sUlmned up, however, as follows: the elimina-
1 
tion of realis4 from stage settings; the birth of a new type 
I 
of play to tak~ the place of the old realistic drama; the 
I 
application of lthe principles of design to the art of the 
i 
theatre; the aclaptation to the use of the thec;,,tre of every 
i ' 
modern inventi9n of color and light; the ~inimizing of the 
I 
spoken word injits application to forms of fantasy and 
symbolism. I 
i 
The ess~noe of the new movement may be summed up in 
i 
i 
the words, cha,ge and experimentation. Traditional forms 
are being brok~n down and replaced by new standards and new 
I 
forms, less re~tricted and more beautiful.• In only one phase 
has it reachedlanything nearing completion and perfection, 
that phase beiJg the development of a technique of production, 
oall.ed the newlstazeoraft 
. I . --- . 
lJ I 
MacGowan, K1nneth: The Theatre of Tomorrow, p.l3 
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• 
3. 
Its Three Aspects 
When such great leading figures as Gordon Craig and 
John Galsworthy, as Max Reinhardt and Brieux are at op-
posite views on this question, it is not surprising that a 
clea:r and definite summary of the new movement is difficult. 
Th:rough all the confusion and varying points of view, how-
ever, and in all the transformations and changes taking 
place, two rather clear-cut lines of progress may be seen: 
first, 11 the attempt to reach back to an art that is typically 
theatric, and at the same time aesthetic,". and, second, "The 
attempt to develop the existing drama to a form more typically 
dramatic, and, at the same time, social and indirectly in-11 .· 
tellectual. 11 In other words, the first line of progress 
is the development of an art of the theatre that is llvisual· 
and deco:rati ve and ·that a:ppeals primari+y to the outward 
senses" and the second is the development of an "intensive 
drama dependent upon character-development and development of 
idea through story, and appealing to the emotions and 
1/ 
intellect."- The first development finds its expression in 
the so-called 11 aesthetic 11 drama, and the second takes form 
in the intensive drama of emotion and thought. Forming the 
.fusion point o.f these two is gradually evolving a third. 
development, which is called the 11 re..,..theat;ralizing" of the 
drama. It is the attempt to bring the entire art of the 
theatre into a more perfect relation with the limitations of 
the stage, and to produce a stagecraft that will provide 
,-~:;::¥::---
Cheney, Sheldon; The New Movement in the Theatre, p.l5 
• 
4. 
natural and beautiful settings for plays either aesthetic 
or psychological in nature. The lines of effort of the 
leaders of these two extreme scrhools are in rather opposite 
directions, but there is promise that the two may be fused 
and synthesized in this third development, and that there will 
be born an art of the theatre as different from that of the 
nineteenth century as the present is different from that of 
the Greek world. 
The Aesthetic Drama 
The leaders of the aesthetic theatre movement are 
Gordon Craig of EnglandJ Max Reinhardt of Germany and Leon 
Bakst of Russia.· They have expressed their theories in the 
form of the maxionette drama, the mimo-drama, and the dance-
drama, and less directly in a revival of pageantry. 
The aesthetic ij;heatre movement came as a reaction 
from two false extremes at which the art of the theatre had 
arrived: the one was a slavish realism and naturalism that 
was totally lacking in art or beauty; and the other was a 
hollow and artificial form of dramatic structure, shallow and 
lifeless. It is the most extreme of the.reactions from the 
condition of stagnation that was typical of the theatre of 
the 19th Century. It is the :result of a dream of an art of 
the theatre that would be true to all the basic principles 
of art in a unified whole, appealing primarily to the eye, 
The aesthetic dr~na is impressionistic rather than realistic, 
and makes its appeal through its sensuous elements of beauty 
rather than through.plot or story. TI1e realm of its subject 
matter is entirely in the imaginative world and far removed 
• 
• 
5. 
< ' 
:f:rom the present. Action, music, and setting are united in' 
perfect harmony . 
Gordon Craig c 
Gordon Cxaig, artist 'and <:!ireotor of staging, is the -
initiator and chief figure in the aesthetic theatre movement. 
As an artis_t, he crone early to a realization of the almost 
total lack of art in the stage profession. 'His discovery 
that the word 11 theat.re". originally meant ·a "place for seeing1' 
b:rought to him the vision of an art of the thee.t.re that should 
be enti.rely visual. In the light of this'new definition of 
"theatre, 11 he int(3:rp.reted the "action 11 of drama to be that of. 
the physical body, making a visual appeal; rather than to 
action in the sense of story development. And this interpreta..,. 
tion of action as bodily movement is the essence of the whole 
aesthetic theory. The aesthetic drama is. typically theatric 
and only incidentally dramatic. While the new aesthetic 
drama may not be the truest art of dxama, < Gordon. Craig is 
right in his claim that it is the truest< art of the theatre. 
In order to present a dramatic production that would 
be unified and harmonious, Gordon Craig felt that there must 
be one supreme creative mind designingand directing every 
phaseof the production. This one,artist.i.di.rector must w.rite 
the play, design the setting, costumes and lighting, and 
train the actors. With such a concept ion in mind, the 
practical application'oame logically in the drruna of the 
super-niarionette. In this form of the aesthetic drama, wooden 
figures a.re substituted for living actors; and thus the 
• 
- -6 -
- control of- the director is ext ended-. to- th,e: -slightest 
motion of the actors thernsel ves. 
The art of the puppet theatre, -which had once been a 
much-loved and beautiful ei).tertainment~ had degenerated into 
- - -
such forms as the _slap-stick Punch-and-Judy shows, but Gordon 
Craig and _his co-workers have succee-ded iri causing a revival 
of the ancient puppet art in accordance with the principles 
conceived by_ Craig. There is acted a simple and rather 
elemental theme, making its appeal to the ,senses by the 
harmonious blending of movement, lighting and setting. 
The super-marionette drama he .. s been hotly criticized, 
especially by American dramatic critics an.d. artists. The 
American> however, is naturally biased against this form-- of 
entertainment, a degraded form of this type being the only 
examples in- the country. The toy thea-tre holds a large 
place in the lives of German children and al1 through Europe 
the higher class puppet shows. are entirelJI1 comparable to the 
regular theatre in the place of esteem and patronage they are_ 
given by the theatre public. Not only the. theatre public, 
but such authors as Arthur Symons, Anatole France and Maurice 
Maeterlinck speak enthusiastically of·this form of entertain-
ment. 
Since the revival of interest in marionettes, many 
puppet theatres have been established in EUrope in the past 
three or four years. Perhaps the best known of these is the 
"Marionetten-Theatre Mfulchner Ktinstler, 11 which is designed 
especially for this sort of production. Clayton Hamilton, 
• 
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the American dramatic cricit, who was in 1912 calling Craig's 
ideas mad, after attending in 1913 a production at this 
theatre, wrote as follows~ "I became so absorbed that I lost 
all sense of the puppets as puppets. The acting was less 
wooden than that of many of our so-called artists. This may 
lead us to wonder whether Mr. Gordon Craig was quite as 
insane as many people thought him when he suggested that the 
drama of the future should be presented not by the ordinary 
human actorJ but by a sort of super-puppet ...... Certain it is 
that such well-endowed puppets are less likely to obscure 
the original intention of an author than such crude and 
bungling a.otors as we often meet ·~vi th in our theatres. 11 
Gordon Craig is a dreamer e.nd a theorist rather than a 
practitioner. He has much of the poet in him that dislikes 
the sensational. His aim is rather to reach the deeper. 
spiritual nature through a quiet and harmonious appeal to 
the senses. While Craig is a man of the theatre, that he is 
not "master of the thef.~tre" is revealed in the fact that he 
has not had a theatre under his control these twenty years . 
There has not been hearty response to his work either by the 
British public or patrons of art. German managers offered 
him ample opportunity for. cooperation, but Craig was not 
able to "develop the patience that understands lesser men e.nd 
slowly and painstakingly bends them to its desires. One 
gathers that the creative impulse could not drive itself 
through the practical theatre to proper expression ...... He 
cannot hold his gigantic conception of the thet:Ltre with the· 
• 
a: 
grip of a Michelangelo or a Leonardo .. -... Only Duse and _- -
- - - . -_ - . - - 1/ 
·Stanislavsky have succeeded in_ enlisting C:raig' s aid.~~-
notwithstanding) Craig's contribution to the art of 
the theatre -has been ilm!:ense.. The revival of_ the puppet 
theat:re is not- the ·greatest contribution made by him. In 
perfecting the marionette-drama he hasconceivedand carried 
out principles that are not only the very .essence of the 
aesthetic d.rarna;, but "ll"vhich apP:lY t'o almost'. every production 
of the theatre of whatever phase. 
Max Reinhardt 
While to Craig must be given the credit for re-creating _ 
. ' 
the art of pantomime, now ce.lled the 11 mimo~drawa, 11 and for 
. - ' 
making its perfection possible, we find the most typical ex-
pression of the n_ew aesthetic movement in the work of 
Profeseor Hax Reinhardt of Germany. While Craig is the great 
theorist, -Reinhardt is the great practitioner. Reinhardt has-
been arflazingly successful practically and oonunercially, and 
has put on a very large number of varied plr.'oductions in a fevi 
years, some of them extremely bi.zarre and sensational. By 
11 mimo-d.rama 11 is meant wordless plays presented by livinf; 
actors. 11 It is the drama that appeals to the senses by 
visual beauty of line and mass and color, and chiefly of 
moving human figures; ·that unrolls before the eye a 
kaleidoscopic decoration, a fluctuating pattern of sinuous 
body line and gorgeous costume colors befo-re a background 
1 ' . 
MacGowan, Kenneth: The Thea-tre of Tomoirow, pps, 89 and 90 
9. 
i/ 
designed suggestively to heighten the pervading mood. 11 __ _ 
_ Re_inhardt does not seek_ to appeal gently and delicately to -
the senses; his desi:re is to thrill and overwhelm the senses 
. . 
and grip the mo:re surface emotions. 
"Sumurunn and -11 The Miraclen produced by B.einhardt 
c..re the best and most typical examples of .the mimo-drama 
thus far 1)resented. · 11 Sumurun 11 was one of the few actual 
e;.esthet"ic dramas that have been produced in An1erica.. While 
there are· spots of sensationalism and a bizarre sort of 
- - - . - . 
realism in these two, they a.re true to the principles of 
the aesthetic drama in having a totality of conception, in· 
the emphasis on a continuous appeal to the senses by the 
unified beauty of movement, dancing and setting rather than 
in the story growth, ·and in the settings. These were simple, 
neutral backgrounds, s~ggesting the mood so subtly that not 
the slightest. attention was drawn from the actors. 
In spite of his tendency toward senseJtionalism, 
Reinhardt 1 s share and place in the aesthetic moven1ent is 
second only to· Gordon Craig, He has brought. the lilimo-dra.rna 
. 
to the public and made it commercially practical. He 
has acomuplished nwre than any other man in furthering the 
movement started by Craig away from the old inartistic 
natural setting to a beautiful and suggestive setting. 
Craig vs. Reihna:rdt 
Neither Craig nor Reinhardt are complete in themselves. 
1 
Cheney, Sheldon: The ~:ew 'Movement in the Theatre., p .54 
• 
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They need to SU!Jplement and complel'iient each other, the one 
nthe bold thinker 11 and the other t'the bold. praoti tioner. 11 
Both are paving the way for followers ·who; may eliminate the· 
faUlts of both and j.ncorporate the virtues of both. 
The Dane e Dx ama. · 
The dance drama~ the fourth form of aesthetic dramaJ 
is seen in its rnost notable expression inthe Russian Ballet-. 
Its short .existence has been filled ir'J'i th popular f8.vo:r:, 
rapid growth and a glory that has dirtl!ited a bit the other 
forms of drarr:atic .expression. Three sources of origin may 
be tracedj the oid Russian· ballet of :royal nurture, the 
:r:evi val of aesthetic and classic dancing. throughout Europe 
and }.Itlerica, and the work of Craig alcng the lines of 
decorative staging. These three elements ;have been enriched-
and blended by a group of Russian artists~ and thus was 
evolved the dance-dXama of today. 
The faintest threCI .. d of a sto:ry is po:r:txayed in dance 
and pantoruime before a' setting that suggests the mood and 
atn ... osphere of the _product ion in every line and color. 
Through it all there_. is the accompaniment of sympathetic 
music, No cne of the elements stands out above the other. 
There is a. perf'eot synthesis of' movement, ·setting and music.· 
Leon Bakst 
Gordon Craig and_Max Reinhardt conceived the :produc-
·-
tion as taking place before- a neutral background> but the 
Russian school, headed-by Leon Bakst, the.artist and designer, 
demands that the background be as~ compelling as any other 
• 
• 
Il. 
element. In the woxds of Bakst, 11 It is· the day of the 
painter in the theatre," and he designs his colorful 
- . ' - . 
settings "like paintings ·into which tb,e figures have not-
yet been paint ed, 11 -· The set.ting carries back every mood 
and every movement of. the dancers~ . 
"If Gordon Cr-aig is the_poet of the aesthetic theatre; · 
striving to enchant the senses and. t:qe imagination, and Max 
Reinhardt the theatre shovm.an., aiming to overwhelm the 
. - - . . 
senses and thrill the s:ur·face emotions, I,eon Bakst is the 
1/ 
Oriental ravishing the eye with a- primitive pagan appeal,if 
Leon Bakst .is. the. gxeatest of. the. artists and 
desi§;ners of the Russian B~llet and he is one of the .finest 
colorists of the modern stage. There Ei,re other outstanding 
figures in the Russian school, however, who are giving fine 
- . - . . - ,··~ 
work to the aesthe.t_io theatre movement.. Aruong these are 
. . 
the designers, Benois, · Roerich~- Anisfeld, and Golovine; and 
the directors, Diaghelev and Fokine; 
Some critics have gone as far ·e_s- to say that in the 
Russian Ballet is _found the great art of the theatre. But 
those critics and people who hese not become too intoxicated 
with this appealing type of entertainment,. sense that the. 
older and deeper. types of drama must continue to hold the. 
biggest place in the hearts of people, and the gorgeous 
dance drama should be only, a,s it were, "the champagne of 
the theatre. " 
1 
Cheney, Sheldon~ The New l~ovement in the Theatre, p,6i3 
• 
• 
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And. it is in something of this spii'i t that. all the· 
forms of aesthetic drama should be aooepted1 the marionette 
play, the mimo-d.rama, and the Russian Ballet. The work of 
Craig, Reinhardt and Bakst he,s brought new life and beauty 
to the theatre. They·have revived. old and- beloved forms of· 
dr&lia and uncovered in them latent beauties hitherto un-
dreamed of, They have had a profound influence on the art 
of all drar.ua and have greatly widened its 'scope. 
~~ile recognizing the great place and value of the 
aesthetic movement and its leaders, therefore, we must still 
not withdraw our allegiance from the older and deeper d.ran1a 
of emotion and thought, whose leaders form the second extreme 
school. 
Psychologic Drama 
The term "psychologic drarna" is ·used to cover those 
forms of drama which appee..l to the emotions and intellect 
rather than to the senses. · . It :portrays the subtle development 
of character and is the story of human souls. It grips the 
emotions and, of necessity, the audience li ve:a with the 
actors every event portrayed. 
The drama of emotion is not a new form, but at the 
time when Ibsen produced his first plays the drama of emotion 
was at the lowest point of decadence, devoid of all beauty, 
sinoeri ty or thought. The dramatists of the new movement, 
in which Ibsen, Shaw and Galsworthy stand.out among scarcely 
lesser men, have made over the old dry form into a drama of 
beauty and sincerity, with a true emotional appeal .. Finally 
• 
13, 
to the emotion~ dra.raa was- added air intellectual stimulus 
- -
and social meaning,. and th$- result was a- drama of thought. 
11 W'nen We Dead Awaken, 11 written by Ibsen in 189S 1 and which -
11r. E. A. Robinson calls the greatest play sve.r written,. 
is a drama of this type. 
History of Development- of Drama of Thou~;ht 
The drama of thought, wh-ich reaches through the 
emotions to the intellect, is typ-ically a growth o:f the 
-present period of progress. The origin o:t; the drama of 
-
thought came as a react ion to the shallow and artificial 
- -
standards of the Scribe-Ss.rdou School on the part of the 
French dramatists, .Augier and Dumas the younger. It found 
its culmination arid high point im Ibsen, who is, in truth, 
- "· 
the father of the modern drari!.a of thought. In Germany, 
Russia, Scandinavia and England- there was 'a concurrent 
- -
development, a sometvhat weaker movement 1:q France, ancl only 
-a feeble response in Italy, Spa .. in and-the United States. 
Thus we see that the development o:f the drama of 
thought has been a world movement, felt td a e:;reater or less 
extent in nearly ali countries, with nearly every country 
contributing its outstanding leaders in the movement. In 
Scandinavia, where the drama of thou.c;ht reached its f'irst 
flower, there were Ibsen, Strindberg, and Bj~rnson; in Russia; 
Tolstoy, Gorky and Chekhov; in Germany, Hauptmann, Sudermann 
and Wedekind; in Italyand France, Giacosa and Brieux; and 
in EnglandJ .most notable of all contemporary groups, Shaw, 
Barker, Gal swarthy, and others, forn1ing the l'i!odern F:nglish 
• 
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School. 
The dramatists of thought, when- they faced the · 
theatre at the end of the 19th Century, found a public 
demanding plays that were- sweet and sentimental and conven-
tional, with the proverbial happy ending,- as,- for example, 
Pinero's "Swe-et Lavendax . 11 Tragedy was te~boo except in 
historical or purely in1agina.ti ve subjects. . The pJ.ayv;right 
was hemrfled in on ail sides by conventional and meaningless 
rules. The setting was a nightmare of- inartistic "naturalism. n 
The revolt which came was not fron1 the way of the old 
theatre, that is, through the emotions_, But -beyond the 
emotional grip these new dramatists demanded that there be 
food for thought. To plumb the debts of the emotions and 
le8.ve nothing behind is little short of a crime, is their 
belief. They realize .that the intellect can be st irtiUlated 
only through tf:l..e emotions and not by direct preachnents. 
11 Their plays are introspective and intensi.ve. In technique 
they have brought back a compactness of form that has not· 
been known since the time of the Greeks .... Their whole art 
is intimate and intensive rather thari impersonal and 
1/ 
extensive. 11 -
The aesthetic theat-re movement, making, as it did, a 
complete break from the traditional theatre, finds in its 
very isolation the opportunity to develop accoxding to its 
·own principles. The psychologic drama, on the other hand, in 
1 
Cheney, Sheldon: 11 The New Movement in the Theatre, 11 p. 36 
• 
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its close :relation to the accepted theatre, has the constant .. · 
temptation to: su:r:rende.r to -old t:radi tiona: and to the standaids 
set by commercial considerations. There are only a very ·fevi 
dramatists Yrho have not been overwhelmed by this temptation. 
Either their standards were lowered· to meet popular demand 
o:r there has been a blind following of schools or masters. 
One tendency that has become more and more common is the· 
treatment of the sordid things of life in a rn.anner so devoid 
of beauty and spiritual significance that the result is a 
depressing, biased and ignoble picture of life. Such a type 
is seen in Susan Glaspell' s 11 The Verge." 
The English School of Sincerity 
There are, however, a few of the newer psychologic 
dramatists tvho have reached their diffic1.ll t goal. While 
alruost every country has its contribution to make, the new 
intensive drama is finding its most complete and perfect · 
development in England. In the theatre of thought the English 
School has made the greatest achievements and gives the most 
promise of any country in the wo:rld. One has only to list 
the names Shaw, Galsworthy, Bar_rie, Masefield:, Barker, Berinett, 
Houghton and Sowerby to realize the truth of this statement. 
While the English movement owes much to Ibsen, 
' 
Hauptmann an~ Wedekind, in its essence it is the result of a 
rather indep~ndent attempt to be true to human nature and art . 
While Ibsen i ~ sincerity and compactness of form have been 
! 
accepted, he I is followed by the English diamatists only in so 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i . 
i 
-· 
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far as his a:tt is universal, Just as readily they turn to 
Shakespeare, the Greeks, Strindberg and Brieux, 
The d:tama of thought and the drar11a of emotion have 
I 
I 
developed si4e by side. Arthur Pinero and Henry Arthur Jones 
I 
developed th~ drama of emotion to its highest point. Galsworthy, 
i 
Shaw and Bar*er bagan just where Pinero and Jones left off 
I 
and vQ'ent on ~nto the field of the drama of sincerity and of 
i . 
the social ptay. 
i 
i 
The d~stinguishing chare~cteristic of the new English 
i 
drama is sin~erity in every part. In fact, the English group 
is called 11 TJ.1e School of Sincerity. 11 
I . -
The t'4eme of the new drai:11a is usually close to 
l 
contemporary\life and one that is intensely human and vital. 
I . -
I 
Beneath the ~J'urface story is fundruri.ental hurnani te..rian motive · 
. I 
i 
I 
and social t-~uth. And yet the theme is never presented 
·I 
apart froin cliaracter. ! . 
I 
The s~~me sincerity is carried out itl the shaping of 
I 
the sto:ry, 4.ction of the subtle psychologic type is 
I 
I 
recognized a~ being more. dramatic than violent physical 
action. Trie!drarna is completed in a logioalway. An 
I 
irnprobable h~ppy ending is not foxced in merely to send the 
i 
- . 
audience homcl happy: 
-I 
·i In fo:tpning the dramatic- structure of their plays, "the 
I . 
. i - . ' . 
Fnglish drain~tists f'i:r.st of alL:s,eek for unity. Throughout, . 
t . ~ 
I' 
as an insepa~able part of the play~ is the. rising action,_. 
which calls ~orth the emotional :respor.s e of thr:3 audience .. 
I 
There lis a fine imaginative l?eauty and poetic insight 
I 
i 
I 
!' 
• 
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withE~.l in these plays, These dramatists are rGalists, 
r 
- i 
idealists and. romanticists at once. 
i 
John ~alsvvo:rthy is the most promising and typical 
draruc..tists of the ne'lJI movement. With him the drama of emotion 
and thought b.re perfect13r combined. His is essentially the 
i 
social drama~ His characterizations are individual enough 
. i -
to hold symp~thy throughout the play, but the characters are 
. ' 
essentially ~ocial types which give insight into a universal 
r 
. i human problem. 
I Galsw0rthy has contributed a great .numbe:r of plays to 
I 
- ' -
the_ drama of! sincerity, the most typical of which are 11 Strife," 
! - • 
I 
"The Silver ~ox," · 11Juetice, 11 and nr,~oyalties. 11 "Justice" was 
I - - . 
the cause of j fe,r:_reaching prison reforms throughout England. 
I I . . 
"Bernard Shaw is by far themost brilliant writer of ! -. 
i 
dialog,"lle and[ the most claring thinker who has come into the 
English theatre; but he is not at all the consummate dra.rflatist. 
He is incomp~rable as n.oralist and sociologicaJ. refoxomer, and 
! 
I 
no one has s6 
I 
i 
of the sociai 
successfully brought the theatre into the service 
moveinent. But as art his work is defective. He 
does not realize that art carries a message through_ emotional 
i . 
experience, and not by preaching at or discussion before an 
- . 1/i . 
audience. 11 1 .If Shaw had possessed the_ technique of Ibsen, 
he would 'hav~ ·been a greater drarnatist than Icsen himself. 
Shs~w 1 ~ peculiar- styple of wr:i ting niay be traced, at 
. . I -
: 
least in par~, to his early experie!lces _ o~ young manhood when 
much of his ~ime was spent in addressing the people on social 
1 i 
- Cheney, Sh-eldon: !fhe New 'Moveme:n't in the Theatre,. p. 80 
I 
i. 
I 
! 
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i 
questions, u$ing a soap box or the rear of a cart as a 
i 
rostrum. 
I . . 
The penalty for an uninteresting speech was a 
I 
I 
liberal atta9k of r.aissles from the audience; consequentlyJ 
I 
the young or~tor used every device at his command to interest 
I 
his listener~. 
i 
"Candida, 11 TIArms and the !.fan, 11 11 You Never Can Tell" 
I 
I 
and'!Krs, Wartenrs 1?rofession 11 were written before Shavv had 
l 
! 
entirely lost his dramatic sense and are perhaps his most. 
I delightful Pf-ays, In "Getting :Married 11 and even in 'Han and 
Superman, 11 o:p.e of the rnost important plays of the new movement, 
I 
the action i$ so retarded with philosophical and irrelevant 
1 
I 
discussion that these are play to be read rather than acted. 
I 
I 
"Backl to Methusela..'h," is of especial interest. It is a 
I 
I 
collection oif five argun1entative pieces each from an hour to 
I 
two hours in[ length. A legend is developed beginning with 
't_he Garden o~ Eden and ending in the year.31,920 A.D. 11 Back 
. I 
to !/Lethuselah" was produced by the Theatre Guild in 1922, and 
! 
i 
the producti~n was a disa-rpointment even to the staunchest of 
I 
I Shaw adrnirerjs. "We were compelled to fall back on the vigor 
of thought ~~one, and we made the interesting discovery that 
I 
I 
j 
vigor of thought is not like vigor of action or vigor of 
! 
emotion. Itj does not automatically evolve a containing form 
and it cannoit sustain 
! 
the attention of that neculiar thing, 
.1/ 
the human a~dience, after a couple of hours. 11 The element 
i 
which stood but most in the Guild production was the splendid 
i 
MacGowan,f Kenneth: Theatre Arts Magazine, June 1922; ttBroad-
r way at the Spring11 
l 
l 
~ i 
. I 
• 
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achievement 6f Lee Simonson in setting the play. 
i 
While!Granville Barker is afu~ittedly a follower of 
I Shaw, he pos~esses a far better technique than Shaw. Even 
so, he is otten (;'U.ilty of irrelevancies, especially in 
' 11 Madras House" and tfiJIJaste. 11 
I 
J. M. i Barxie intxoduced a romantic note that had 
! 
before been tacking in the drama of thought. Barrie is a 
I 
' 
law unto him~elf. His ·woxk ranges from sheer fantasy to 
i 
irony and a treatment of the deepest phases of J ife. Among 
' ~ 
I 
his works are "Peter Pan, II 11 The TvYelve Pound Look," "What 
i 
Every Woman ~tnows 11 and "Half an Hour. 11 
i 
I . 
While!Arnold Bennett belongs decidedly to the new 
I 
I 
I 
movement, hiS plays have not been entirely successful from 
: . . 
I 
a theatric standpoint. There is too much•of the novelist 
I 
about Bennet~. In fact, some of his plays are merely 
dr@natizatiohs of his earlier novels. Arnold Bennett has 
i 
I 
said and written much about the folly of studying drarnatio 
i 
technique, bUt his own plays are the best proof that such 
study is ver~ essential. Notwithstanding, his plays are 
I 
i 
clever and have delightfu~ spots~ 
! 
Certa~n other playwrights must be included in this 
I 
group of newi drar!'ati st s even though the number _of plays they 
I 
., 
have contrib{lted is small. - Masefield in his 11Tragedy of l'ran," 
11The Fai thfuO. 11 and "Pompey the Great 11 made a rare contribution . 
- I . . - -
They show th!e possi bi1i ty of literary beauty in the drama of 
. I 
thought. "riirdle Wakes, 11 written by that young dramatist v;ho 
I . 
gave such prpmise, the late Stanley Houghton, is a fearless 
\ - -
study of Eng:J.ish life. 11Rutherford. and Son 11 by Githa Sower by 
~· 
• 
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is a powerfut) although somewhat sombre, play. 
i 
I 
The Irish Sc:nool 
While i the Irish School of playwrights possesses much 
t 
in common wi~h the :F:nglish School) the nationalistic element, 
I 
! 
. so inherentlf a part of the Irish plays, in a measure sets them 
I 
a-part. In atl the Irish plays, realism, idealism and sy1ubolism 
I 
are perfectly blended. There is a unique and charming 
i 
poetic beaut? about them that is unequalled anywhere. With 
I 
Yeats the dr~matic element is less important than the poetic 
i 
element. Synge applied the poetic interpretation to everyday 
i 
I 
life and has i writ ten some of the finest ple,ys of the present 
I 
day, Lady Gtegory, with her intimate portrait of Irish 
I . 
life, Ervine~ Douglas B.yde, George Moore and r~ennox Robinson 
I 
have all mad~ important contributions to the new movement. 
I 
All of these!playwrights are of the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. 
l 
The ~teatest advance in the ne'I:V movement is coming 
I 
not in Londo~, but in "the provinces." Such experimental 
! 
and non-comm~rcial theatres as Miss Horniman' s Repertcry 
I 
Theatre in ]{~nchester and The Abbey Theatre in DUblin are 
' 
doing most tb develop the new Fnglish drama. The repartory 
i 
theatre movetaent 
I 
is growing rapidly and is causing increasingly 
good plays t~ be written and is producing a generation of 
I 
actors capable.of interpreting the drama of thought. 
! 
The Psychologic and Aestheti9 Schools 
I 
I There' is mutual intolerance between the :followers of 
! 
the aesthetilc theatre and followers of the psychologic or 
intensive dr~a. England has practically closed its doors 
• 
-· 
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to Gordon Cr?dg, the great exponent of the aesthetic theatre. 
' -
One school sees so clearly the visual imperfections of the 
on;:: type of drama and, at the same time, sees it 8 great 
I 
possibilities for beauty; and the other school fears in the 
aesthetic movement an influence toward a surface a;ppeal and 
mere s.ensuou13 attraction. In point of fact, however, the 
aesthetic theatre and the best of the psychologic drama 
hold in cor.ambn many things. · Both are reactions from the old 
and inartist~c forms. Both are founded, though in contrasted 
ways, on the;basic principles of art, ~ simplicity, unity 
and beauty. 'Both a:t'e arts of the th3atre, though the 
aestheJGic is, more typically· theatric and the psychologic mo:r..e 
typically dri:unatic. EY "theatric 11 is- meant that n~vhich is 
11 
adapted for the purpose of the theatre; 11 By dramatio"tl'xat 
Y .. 
\Vhich is ereative of emotional response." The differences 
I 
are to be fo~nd not in basic principles-of art, but in aim 
and emphasis'. There is no reason why the lover of drama 
i ' 
cannot enjoyiand appreciate both forms and why the two cannot 
be mutually beneficial. 
Re-theatralitins of the ~~ama 
To this end and forming the fusion point of the 
aesthetic ana psychologic dramas, is the third development 
of ! the nevJ m~vement in the theatre, known as the "re-:-theatralizing 
- -!-
of the drama!. 11 The re-tbeat.rali~ing of the drama has been 
.the attempt to apply the .decorative principles- of the aesthetic 
theatre to psychologic drama and to perfect the visual elements 
. . -
of the forms of drama- that a:r'e least theatric. --·The xesul t 
11as been the • creation of a new stage;_ craft, which totally 
1.1 and 'Y-
Baker, George Pi~rce~ Drama.tic Technique, ps.43 and 4 5 .· 
•! 
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discredits the old naturalistic settings and enables plays 
of every kin<i to have a setting which is beautiful, which is 
in keeping with the spirit of the production, and in no way 
detracts fro~ the plot. 
i 
These:artistic principles of staging were very rarely 
! 
' 
applied unti~ Gordon Craig's influence made itself felt. At 
the present time) however, there is a definite and widespread 
movement in ~his direction, although certain men of the 
j 
theatre, suc4 as David Belasco in America and Sir Herbert 
Tree in Engl~nd) have clung to the old naturalistic standards 
o:f productio:r). with unrelenting tenacity. 
! 
Reinh~rdt has not confined his efforts to the n1imo-
I 
drruna. Ha has entered the field of emotional- and intellectual 
' 
' drama, such cts plays of Shakespeare, and by cutting dialogue 
I 
i 
' 
and rearrang~ng the scenes he so subordinates the story 
element to t}}e visual element that the result is a psychologic 
drama staged wi:ffin. the visual appeal uppermost. In many cases 
he has been Jble to bring through the visual appeal new 
vitality and: beauty to certain plays which had never before 
' 
reached theii' full possibilities. When Gordon Craig 
! 
! 
produces a p$ychologic play, on the- othex hand, he merely 
i 
stages it inia beautiful and artistic way, preserving the 
i 
author's ownjmeaning. But when Ma:x: Reinhardt has finished 
! 
11 retheatralizing" a play it may be wonderfully effective, 
! 
but that it ~hould bear any semblance of its original self 
! 
is a secondaty consideration. 
! -
i ProbalplY no country has as n:.any directc!lrs and designers 
• 
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who understa*d and apply these principles as Germany. The 
i 
work of Max ~e.inhardt 1 Ottomar Starke and Georg Fuchs is 
having a great influence on the whole field of drama . 
' The m~veu.J.ent, however, is by no means confined to 
i . 
Germany. 
i Th~ re-theatralizing of drruTJa is being carried out 
i 
in Moscow by]Constantin Stanislavsky, whose production of 
11 The Blue Bibd11 in 1908-09 was a rare achievement of poetic 
i 
I 
I 
charm and deborative appeal; in Paris by Jacques Rouche; in 
i 
Budapest by Alexs,nder _Hevesi; and in F:ngland by Gordon Craig 
I 
and Granville Barker, although Engl~nd,is very loathe to 
i 
respond to this phase of the nevv movement in the theatre. 
I 
The work of these men is influencing every phase of theatre 
1 
I 
l 
activity, T~ey are applying the principles of unity and 
I 
I 
simplicity tp the drama in its entirety, 
i 
The New Stagecraft 
While! the new stagecraft is the result of the aesthetic 
I 
and 11 re-theatralizingn movements, which have originated pra.c-
i 
tically since 1900, as early as 1808 a German critic, August 
! 
Wilhelm Schlegel, voiced a theory of stagecraft surprisingly 
I 
I 
similar to that advocated many years later by Appia, Craig 
! 
anCl. others, ~n which he pleaded for simplicity and suggestive-
I 
ness. The same ideas caused Tiedk and Inrru.ermann in 1840 and 
Perfall and $avitts in 1890 to construct Shakespearean stages 
I 
of utter simplicity and beauty, The German artist, Anselm 
I 
I Feuerbach, wtrote in 1880: 11 I hate the modern theatre because 
I 
I 
my sharp eyei always sees thxough the cardboard and the rouge. 
' 
i 
From the bo!ttom of my soul I hate the misdeeds committed 
! 
24 
• 
in the name of decoration and everything that belongs 
I 
thereto .... TJ;le trl..l.e vmrk of art has enough power within 
l 
itself to rua~;:e its situations visible and xeal without un-
worthy artiftcial means'· which violate all the canons of 
art. Unobtrttsive suggestion is WhC~Jt is needed, not bewilder-
ill 
ing effects.~ 
- I 
I . . 
How l~ke Gordon Craig this reads!· The first con-
' 
structive theorist and practitionerJ however, was Adolphe 
i 
Appia. His first book of theory was printed in French in 
1893.' Follmhng. this he made sketches to illustrate his 
' 
theories, th~ most famous being settings for Wagner 1 s operas. 
I 
. - i . . . 
In 1899 he p~blished in German his second volume, "Die riusik 
i . 
und die Insc¢nierung. n This book had a strong influence in 
I . .· 
Germany, but:almost no one reads it now. He is too difficult 
i 
and thorough I to be easily understood. Yet his theories went· 
' . 
to the very ~eait of the stage problem and he anticipates and 
foxeshadows ~he revolution which wa_s to come. 
I 
Appia!did little in actual producing, and although his 
1 
work is stili having a stimulating effectJ·we must turn to 
i . Gordon Craig [to find the great pioneer figu1•e and genius of 
i 
the new sta~ecraft. • He first showed the hopelessness of 
i 
of the n::a,turtlistic setting C\nd the value of suggestion. His 
experimentat~on has passed through various stages, from the 
' . 
use of si:mpl~ hangings to his. new folding screen setting, but 
I 
through it a~l he has been true to the principles of. simplicity 
i 
<ind in1aginat1ve suggestion. , Craig's larges:t contribution he.s 
. . ! . : 
been in con:n~ction with the aesthetic theatre movement, but 
• I - --
] 
I 
I 
JJ M:c:~cGowanJ ;Kenneth: The Theatre· of Tomorrow, ps.l5 arid 16; · 
quoting Adplr ..he .Appia 
• 
• 
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his influence has penetrated to every corner of the theatre 
world. 
The theories of Gordon Craig have been carried out by 
Max Reinhardt to a 6Teater extent than by Craig himself. 
While not an artist~ Reinhardt has done more than any other 
man to bring the new stagecraft into the commercial theatre. 
Reinhardt 11 broue;ht his more pungent and vigorous realism to 
a wedding with the newer ideas of Craig and Appia" in his 
Kleines and Neues theatres and later in his Kawnerepielhaus. 
By 1905 he was fully incorporating the new methode of sta3;ing 
in his productions. 
In German theatres, paralleling the crowth of Reinhardt 
in carrying out the principles of the new stagecraft, were such 
producers as Georg Fuchs and Paul Sohlenther, the artist-
directors Carl Hagemann and Max Hartersteig, and a score of 
designers, among whom may be mentioned Ernst Stern, Julius 
Klein, Ottom&.x Starke and Emil Orlik. 
Whereas Gordon Craig limited his stagecraft to poetic 
and historic drama, Max Reinhardt and his German co-workers 
have extended it to cover the most realistic of plays, and have 
proved its great effectiveness in all types of plays, 
Speaking generally) the theatres of England and Arnerica 
are twenty years behind those of Germany in equipment, which 
fact partly accounts for the slow progress in the new stage-
craft which has been made in these countries. Professor Max 
Littmann, the German architect, has revolutionized the whole 
concept of theatre and stage construction with the extension 
of the principles of dignity and simplicity to the theatre 
• 
• 
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building, at the same time insisting that the stage be 
e~uipped with the best setting and lighting facilities. 
Outside of Germany, directors and designers who are 
practicing the new stagecraft are rather sparsely scattered, 
In Russia the ~:oscow Art Theatre, founded in 1898 by Stanislavsky 
and Hyen1irovich-Dantchenko, has fused, to a certain extent, 
its realistic tendencies with the new principles of stage 
setting. It has shown a readiness to experiment with new 
methods, shown in the production of "The Blue Birdn in 1908-09, 
and the invite,tion to G·ordon Craig in 1912 to produce "Hamlet" 
with his screen-settings. Yet its chief allegiance is to 
realism. 
In Paris Jacques Rouche' was the first great interpreter 
and e;..,-ponent of the new stagecraft, his Th~atr e des Arts being 
founded in 1907. Before him ce~Fe lesser men, such as Ri vi~re, 
Fort, and Lugne~Po~, and after him the great Jacques Copeau. 
In America the new stagecraft has been rather generally 
limited to the experimental and university theatres and to 
imported plays, although the New· York Eanagers Winthrop .Ames 
and Arthur Hopkins e.re tending more and more 5.n this direction. 
Robert Edmund Jones, Lee Simonson, Sam Hume, Norman Bel-Geddes, 
and Irving Pichel, and a score of others are desic;ning 
settings in harmopy with the principles of the new ste,gecraft, 
and the general acceptance of artistic principles of stage 
mounting is inevitable. 
These. are the men who have cree,ted the theory and 
techniliU:e of the nevv· stagecraft and are :rutting its principles 
' into practical application. ~at, then, is this theory and 
• 
• 
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technique they have evolved7 
There is a tendency to two extremes in staging a 
play: negligence of setting and over-emphasis of setting . 
The first occurs wLen the playwright he,s most to do with 
the staging, and the second when the stage designer has the 
upper hand. The art o~ the theatre, however, exists in the 
production as a whole, with play, acting and setting blended 
to form one harmonious appeal. The function of the setting is 
tha~t of the picture frame, which clothes the action "as a 
perfect gown clothes a beautiful woman - in abro lute harmony 
with her special tY',Pe of beauty, inconspicuously heightening 
her human loveliness ra.ther than calling attention from it 
to the details of dress .. The average setting is merely a 
shabby covering for. the body of drama, or else a dress that 
. 11 
outshines its wearer." 
The fundamental rrinciples of the ne·w s·tagecraft 
are: the setting must be an inte~ral part of the play and 
in harmony with the essential spirit of· the entire produc-
tion; and it must be unob~rusive and concentrate attention 
on the actors. These principles .are carried out in practice 
by. 11 suggestion rather than by naturalistic delineation, 
by simple desit,-n rather than by multiplicity and intricacy 
E./ 
of detail, by reticence of touch rather than by lavishness. 11 
The appeal is to the inner emotions rather than to eye and ear • 
The old method of setting a play ws,s to leave nothing to. the 
1/ Cheney, Sheldon: The lJew Movement in the Theat.re, p.l22 
a I n 11 n n " " 1) . 124 
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imagination. The attempt was to secure material illusion 
' by multiplication of naturalistic detail. On the other hand, 
the new method of setting a play is to lee.ve everything 
I 
I 
possible to the imagination. The· aim is to secure ime,ginative 
illusion by simplification and symbolic suggestion. ' 
How~ then) do the new stage desi~~ers carry out the 
! 
application of their theories? 
The new settings are designed to be natural enough 
i 
not to seem bare'or too conventionalized, but not eo natural 
u.s to cause comparison between them and a literal exactness. 
11 An attempt at exact reproduction challenges the audience to 
coruparison .... If a Child1 s restaurant in all its detail is 
I 
offeredJ it remains for the audience to recall its memory 
I 
photograph of a Child's restaurant and check it up with what 
is sho'Ym on the stage .... The result of the whole me~ tal com-
paring process is to impress upon the auditor that he is in a 
I 
theatre witnessing a very· accurate production> onlyi remarkable 
because it is not real. So the upshot of the realistic 
effort is further to emphasize the unree,li ty of the whole 
attempt, setting, play J and e.ll. So I submit that realism I . 
l 
defeats the very thing to vvhich it aspires. It emp~1asizes 
11 
the faithfulness of unreality. 11 Quiet beauty and, perfect 
taste, which are essential to unobtrusiveness, are ~ecured 
throut;h simplicity of line and mass. It requires ap artist 
mind and hand to combine the lines and masses to produce 
the desired results. 
1 
Hopkins, Arthur: How 1 s Your Second Act,· p. 27 
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The perfect setting must also be in harmony with 
the mood of the play, must subtly and psychologically SUQ:-
._. 
gest its essential spirit. For example, a setting on a 
large scale suggests tragedy; elTtphasized horizontal lines 
produce the sense of :repose and restfulness. 
The new stagecraft permdts of the use of only the 
c.bsolutely essential things called for by the action. If 
the play demands e~ 11 period11 setting, the spiritual inter-
pretation of a time and place is expressed rather than 
archaeological. or historic accuracy, 
A radical change in materials used has been one of 
the results of the new stagecraft. The old pt:dnted canvas 
"flats, 11 rvith their na:tur&.listic representations of trees, 
houses, windo·ws, and lj.ghts and shadows, have been eliminated 
as far as possible. Their use by the new sta.gecraftsmen is 
limited to exterior and interior walls, and when used they 
are painted in unbroken tint, with no objects represented on 
thertl. The furnishings req_uired are actually l':!resent, not 
merely painted on. 
For exterior settings the old 11 backcloth,n with its 
distracting landscape scene, has given way to the "cyclorar.aa-
drop, 11 and more recently in a few Continental theatres, :to the 
new "cupola-horizon" or "sky dome." The object in the use of 
both of these is to give the illusion of distance without 
detracting attention from the action. The effect produced is 
that of vibre .. ting light, without interference of objects, and 
the senses react to it as to eJ clear sky. The .result is a 
• 
• 
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more natural effect than the n,ost enthusiastic naturalistic 
advocate can secure with his ugly, wrinkled, painted canvases. 
The task of the ne'u stagecraftsma.n is by no weans a 
sil'11ple . one, since plays range from the modern realistic type, 
· v:i th unelastic req_uire1:nents, to poetic drama, in which the 
imagination may have full sway in desie;ning the setting. But 
in every type, he must be true· to the underlying principles 
of unobtrusiveness, siml)lioi ty ~md. suggestion. Following 
e.re given a few examples typical_ of the new stagecraft. 
A design made by Fritz Erler for a production at the 
I!unich Art Theatre showed the exterior of a church. There 
was one me,ssive pillar, With a Gothic arch stretching half 
vva'jr across the stage. Before the arched opening was a 
standard with candles.· The background was darkness, all the 
light beipg focused on the figures of the actors grouped at 
the foot of the pillaT. The effect was one of utter simi?licity, 
yet one of surpassing majesty, reverance and nobility, An· 
attempt to represent ne.turalistically a cathedral would, within 
the limits of the stage, have proved _ah utter failure. 
The palace exterior of nsumurun, 11 produced by liax 
Reinhardt in America, was rerresented by a fle:.t, neutrally-
toned ·vmll, v.ri th two projections and several conventional 
windows to prevent .monotony. Against this bc,ckt;round. the 
figures in their gorgeous costumes stood out sharply and 
decoratively, 
An exterior setting often required in plays is a 
garden. The new.stagecraft eliminates as far as posaible the 
i 
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beds of actual flot>vers and painted vistas of trees, with 
their distracting details-. Usually a cyclorama or sky-dome 
is used as e. background, and against it a high garden wall or 
trellis is -placed, against which the- actors stand out much 
c:u3 they did in the palace e::~terior of "Sumurun. 11 A fevti pots 
of flovv-era , or one or tvm conventional trees in jardiniere 
complete the scene. -
The problems con::ected with interior settings are n.ot 
so great, because here the requirements are more conventional. 
The problem is rather one of sim:plification and e.rti stic 
e:.cecution. Three principles c_re rc...ther gener.ally followed 
by the new designers in connection with the interiors: first, 
that :furnished rooms beyond th;=~t in which the action takes 
place shortld not be shown cmd. thctt_ detailed street scenes or 
landscapes should not be revee.led through windows; second, 
that the wall spaces should be c-"s unbroken e.s possible; and 1 
third, that only what is <:tbsolutely essentie~l in the nature 
of furnishings should be used. 
For b .. istorical or pGetical productions the u:.ost cmim-on 
setting used in the new stagecraft is a background of heavy 
hc:.ngings, ·with possibly a pill ax on each side. Most of the 
interior scenes in Shakespeo.re could be rnore effectively 
acted in such a setting than if ple.yed in real~stic surrouneiings. 
Believing thi£3, Gordon Craig, at the invi te:.tion of the Art 
Thee.tre of Hoscov1, staged 11Hamlet 11 at this theatre using o.s 
scenery merely creexu.-wllite screens of different shapes and 
sizes. These plB.ced in varying combinati-:;:ns and under the 
changing lishts suggested 'the atmosphere of the different 
~ 
I 
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acts with great effectiveness. In a German thee,tre the 
banquet scene from 11 Macbeth 11 was played before bare walls. 
The grandeur of a throne room is often suggested in no 
other way than by simple hangings of grent richness. 
It is possible to produce a modern interior in 
ccccordr;mce with these scune principles. The usual repre-
s,ontc.:,~tion is a modern room furnished tastefully, but with 
not a single unnecessary detail, the wall spaces being 
left as unbroken e .. s_ possible. JB .. panese actors, true to 
their native artistic sense, have given some of the finest 
e::~amples of this t:rpe of setting in some recent productions 
of Ibsen in Tokio. 
Asr;ects of r·todern !Jighting 
I1ighting is one of the most l'Otent agencies in the n3~'i! 
stagecraft. Adolphe A1lpia 1 s peculiar cont.ri but ion to the 
<.'.1,rt of the theatre WE-'c.S to urgs the domine~ting ple,ce of light. 
The essence of his settings was atmosphere, the back ground 
_being softened and united with the actor through the medium 
of light. His interpretation of light as the heart of 
staging Wo.s _entirely iricomprehensi ble to his day, c1..nd is_ 
not fully appreciated even yet, although his 1Nork anticipct.ted 
the theory, l-~ractice and mechanism of modern sta.ge !_ighting. 
Many of the designs mao.e by Appia- are on a level with 
Craig''s in nobility of conce};'tion. They have e. beauty and 
dignity which place them above much of the eccentricities 
of the new stagecraft. In 8.11 of them, lig.hting is cne of 
the u1ost importcont, if not the most important, element. In 
writing of his setting for the for,sst in "Siegfried" Appia 
• 
• 
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says: "We must no longer try to create the ilJ.usion of a 
forest; but instead the il1usion of a man in the atmosphere 
of a forest, Then the forest ~rees, stirred by the breeze, 
attract the attention of Siegfried, we, the spectators, 
should see Siegfried bet.thed in the moving lights and shadows, 
and not· the movement of rags of canvas agitated by stage 
tricks. The scenic illusion lies in the living presence cf 
the actor ..... An object or person takes on a pls.stic quality 
only through the light that strikes it, and the plasticity 
can onJ.y be of artistic value \';then the light is artistically 
1/ 
handled. n 
Progress in stage lighting has been very recent and 
very rapid. · In this field, at least, Arnerica, in most cases 
far behind furope in the new stagecraft, has contributed 
largely to the movement in the elimination of foot and over-
head lights ej1d in the employment in their place of high-
powered incandescent bulbs. David Belasco, out of sympathy 
as he is with the_ new stagecraft as a whole, was the leader 
of electrical progress in America, followed soon by Arthur 
Hopkins and Robert E. Jones. Theodore Brovm, aftor tv.ro years 
of e::~tensi ve :res::;arch in the lighting of F\.1.rapean theatres, 
told an .American audience that no 1ighting in Furope wae 
comparable to the~t found in America . 
Producing colored ·.effects is still not wholly satis-
factory. Munroe R. Pevear, o:f Boston 1 E'~fter much research 
1 
Appia, Adolphe, Die tiusik und die Inscenierung 
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has invented special lanws and lenses of ereat effective-
ness, but these have not as yet been commercialized to any 
great degree. Iiee Simonson is using them in his work, how-
ever, with g-rec.:.t success.-· 
In solvitlg the problems of color and supplying a 
better substitute for the· sl{y, Europe has c;one much further 
than America. - The Fortuny system of lighting, originated 
by the Venetian, Fortuny, and- worked out by the General 
Electric Company of Berlin, consists of two elements: first, 
the lighting unit which throws white light upon colofed 
silk, from which it is reflected on the stage; second, a 
plaster or concrete dome upon vvhich this light finally falls 
and from which it is again reflected and diffused. 
The Fortuny system; in somewhat modified form, has 
been established by Reinhardt in his Deutsches Theatre. The 
dome is in very wide use throughout Germany and Austria: 
Although it is used in some theatxes in America, for the. 
most part those of an expeximental nature such as the 
Neighborhood Playhouse in New York City, the theatre of the 
Provincetown Players> and the Blythelea Theatre in Orange, 
· Hew Jersey, the American commercial theatre has as yet too 
many practical difficulties, such as the touring system and 
the necessity of scenery being built to fit any stage, to· 
permit of its general acceptance. 
The dome, with or without Fortuny' s reflected 
lighting, produces the most perfect illusion of sky that 
• 
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is possible. 11 It is almost literally impossible for the 
eye to focus upon the surface of the plaster, to detect 
the actual depth of the sky. To all intents, the distance 
11 
is infinite. .And it is alive, it is. luminous with light~ 
A Swedish company, the Aktiebolaget Regi och Scenteknik, 
assisted by German experts, has perfected a new system of 
! 
backt:,'Tound and lights since the close of the Great War> known 
I 
I 
as the Ars syste1~, \Vhich promises to be even more successful 
! 
than the Fortuny system. The Arssystem consists of many 
ingenuous lights used in com".ection with a cyclorama of 
cloth, so weight~d that it will not wrinkle, which reflects 
' 
the 1i£;ht much ab doea_plaster. It is more practicable than 
I 
I 
I 
the dome sin.c e i ~ is movable. The .Ar s system has been 
installed in the I Ro~ral Opera in Stockholm, the State Ope:ra 
I 
i in D:resden and I,$,.Scala in 1:\ilan. 
Place of the Pai:ht er in the J.Tew Stagecraft 
r . 
The painter has found a large place in the new stage-
- ! 
craft. He has dbme into prominence only within the past five I . 
I 
i 
or six years. · The Russians have 
i 
in bringing the bontributions of 
i 
-been the stronsest influence 
great painters to the thec~tre. 
B~Jkst > Golovin, ~oerich, Korovin, Yegoroff > A::isfeld and Benois 
I 
have made brilliant achievements in this direction. The 
i - . 
methods of thesei artists, that is, allegiencre to the flat 
i 
canvas, are,cin ioeality, better fitted to the theatre of the 
past, to realism I rather 
i 
I, dr .. great canvas bap..;,:. ops 
than to sugGestion. They utilize the 
and tall wings of the·conventional 
i 1/ Macgowan, Ken:lleth: The Theatre of Tomorrow) p.59. 
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i 
stage and place rn these liuli ted sps.ces their brilliant 
and colorful art:. ~alas of distant landscape, whole 
cathedrals, and ~alace gardens are represented. 
I 
The ·work o:f these rainters is, however, essentially 
i . 
! 
a part of the net stagecraft. In the first place, they are 
true to the spir~ t of the new stagecraft in the Vi'ay they 
i 
handle their -perkpectives. These are treated so boldly and 
I 
i 
in such an exagg~rated style that there is no pretense about 
their convention~lity. The new theatre painter "flings out 
walls, rafters, colmuns and stairs with such sweep and verve 
' 
that they take o~ a spiritual life which triumphs over 
technical limi taiions. 
. I 
I 
These backdrops arrest and fascinate, 
not because they!suggest reality, but because they are instinct 
. ! .· JJ 
With the creativ~ forces of a great artist." 
i 
}!ot only do the. qesigns of these painters "use perspec-
i 
tive unrealistic~lly; 11 they also are a part of the new st~ge-
craft in that thtough the very exaggeration of perspective an 
i 
ernotional sense ~f the inner meaning of the play or ballet is 
conveyed to the ~udience. "In Thamar, for instance, that 
pantomime of the' savage mountain queen who lures tr£wellers 
to their death in her arms, the runazing delta of her towering 
walls carries an oppressive f;ense of her reawte and mountain-
ous power, of her hard and rocklike cruelty, almost a symbol 
. y 
fuf her passion." 
By the use of color the emotions of the actors are 
--~ v:=:·":-~·-_ ... 
J:-.tacGowan, 
Z/ " 
Kenneth: The Theatre of Tomorrow, p.70 
_u u n 11 11 p.71 
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dramatized, and by the selection and arrangement of pictorial . 
objects the essential atrnosphere of the production is 
Ccorried out . 
The .American theatre has a fine §.'I'OUP of so-called 
11 younger decorators, 11 among whom are Jones, Peters, Geddas, 
Rosse, Simonson and Johnsor-, who, though painters, have become 
thoroughly theatre artists, because they are thinking and "U!Ork-
ing in terms of the plastic stage, After all, it is true that 
the "painter in the theatre is justified only from the time 
v;hen he ceases to be the easel artist, only when he becomes 
characteristicallY the theatre artist, thinking in terms of 
the theatre, of light, colorJ sound; movement, projection of 
. . . v 
ernotion into an audi toritml from a stage. 11 
Perhaps the latest and most extreme development of the 
new str;Lgecraft is expressional for1nality in stage design. 
That is, new conventional forms and structures have been 
introduced o:n the stage in place of the old conventional 
backdrop and Vlings, or even the setting ·,vhich is entirely 
illusional. 
Expressionism 
The. term 11 expressionisni11 covers all those methods in 
modern painting by \':fhich the artist 1 s emotion is represented 
rather than the object which caused it. Thou-gh in expression-
ism the artist. may still represent a ne-tural object, his 
picture is usually merely an arrangement of planes, masses 
or lines of color. In any case, vJhat he attempts to e1;:press 
!f·r::~:.. ..•.. . 
._, Cheney, Sheldon: The- :Pa.int_er in the Theatre: Theatre Arts 
Magazine, July 'i9Z2, p.19Z 
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is the emotion created in him by the object rather than a 
literal representation of the object itself. 
The attempt to make a natural object or a shape 
eA-1?reas an emotion which is not expressed or suggested. in 
itself but which is felt by the artist has, of course, a 
direct effect on the problem of setting design. Tbe problem 
before the designer is to make clear this emotion to the 
audience by molding the ·natural objects and abstract shapes 
into forms whj.ch e;ive the emotional reaction desired by the 
artist. A door as such expresses no emotion. If the er.c.otion 
can be expressed by representing the opening as a distorted 
Gothic arch or a t.riangular passage, the artist designs it 
in this vvay. Before this method was known as expressionism 
it vvas called cubism, futurism or :post-inrpressionism. 
~xpressionism was first applied to the art of the 
theat::ce on Christmas day, 1914, this experiment being under-
taken by the Kamerny Theatre in Moscov.r. This little 
theatre, directed by AlexandGr Tairoff, has done some very 
remarkable V':ork along the lin~s of expressionism. Among 
the productions which have be;m presented in the ex-. 
pressionistic ·style by this theatre are 11 Salorae, 11 11 The 
?T3:rry 1J.'ivss of 'V:'indsor, 11 11 King Harlequin" and 11 Tha.mira of 
the Ci the:cn. n Not only were the backgrounds cubist, but 
~he exp:ressionism extended to cost1_.t.mes and acting. Artists 
who have designed for the K.amerny Theatre are 8u'deykin, 
Kuznetsoff, Kalmakoff, Lyentuloff, I.!Iiganadzhian, c:md !Tatalia 
Gontch(;~.rova. 
While the ordinary ·expressionistically produced plays 
• 
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use no other li;..;ht than the.t painted on the scene and 
provided by the usual staady stat;e illUl1lination, these 
cubist productions in Moscovv· c:md :.;reductions by I,:auxice 
ProViDe in Ch:i,cago and by Dalc.roze used the medi1.1U1 of chang-
ing color and intensity of li.:;ht toreinforce the emotional 
reaction of the audience. While the possibilities of 
producing e~ certain emotional response in an audience by 
color. and intensity of liznt ~re very great, theatre-goers 
are so used to the fixed and ordinary lights of the stage 
that great care must be taken or the attention of the 
spectc1tors wili be detre-~cted rather than reinforced. 
.. . 
The first cubist production ever given in America was 
presented in December, 1915, one year after the inaugure.tion 
of expressionism by the ·Kamerny Thee.tre, by the Philadelphia 
ete,ge Society. 11 Three. V!omen, 11 an eccentric drama of Spain, 
was produced before a cubist interpretation of Seville 
painted by Richard J. Beamish, a young e.rtist \vho lost his 
life during the war. For his representation, Beamish used 
a flc::.t buckdrop and "spread across it the vrarm violence of 
the Spanish city in ·angular piles of reds, browns a.nd 
yellows, with a bit of blue sky shattered by a leaping arc:O. 
. :J) . . 
of Iv'[oorish shape. 11 
The ne:Kt .An1erican experiment in exp_ressionism came 
in February 1917, in a production -by students of the Academy 
of Fine . .1\rts in Philadelphia. Backgrounds of an expression-
l 
HacGowan, Kenneth: IDhe Thee~tre of Tomor.row, p.ll7 
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istic nature were desi,sned for this annual .Artists 1 I!asque 
by the young painter, Lyman SayenJ who has since died. 
In 1919 Herman Rosse used cubist elements in his 
production of a nativity play in Chicago. One of the cur-
tains was a symbolical representation of Herod, and one 
entire scene was acted before a neutral background on which 
the setting was projected by means of light passing through 
e. e.;lass plate on which the design v~as. painted. 
The designs for many of Sergei Diagileff 1 s Balletts 
Russes have been 1nade by the cubist artists Picasso> 
Mati sseJ Larinoff zmd Derain. Picasso 1 s designs for nParade" 
are the most notable work of this group. To the unaccustomed 
eye his costuraes and figures, me,de up as they are of 
\'vierd combinations of cylinders and pipes, appear fantastical 
in the extrei"Lle. 
P..n expressionistic production of the Saint-S!ens 1 
opere, 11 Sarnson et Deli1e.h 11 designed by Isaac Grtinewald and 
directed by that energetic and radical young producer, Harold 
Andree, met with greater success than cmy of the cubist 
productions other than the Ballets Russes . 
.A group of artists, 1movm as "Der Sturm" introduced 
~"' ·mature type of eJ~pressicnism into the German theatre 
traough a series of experiri;ental matinees given during the 
SUllE er of 1520. The c:~.rti st s had the advantage of having as 
exreri1r:entalm8Xerial, plays which were written especially 
for their purposes by Kokoschka, Hasenclever, and others. 
The e~::treme pre-war e:i;:pressionism in Germany., in which 
• 
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Richard III was presented on a fleight of blood-red steps, 
cmd 11 Much Ado About li!'othing 11 was given before a setting of 
extremely bize.rre trees a.nd eccentric furniture, has given 
way to milder forms of e:g:pressioni sm, in which the aim is a 
severely simplified stage with only one or two obj eot s, so 
shaped a.s to have tremendous emotional significance. 
German expressionist staging has met with g-.ceatest 
success in two motion picture productions, 11 The Cabinet of 
Dr. Caligari" and "The Golem.n In 11 Ce~ligari 11 the expression-
istic. design 1vas painted on flats, from which houses were 
constructed which seemed ready to topple over into the 
streets. The settings completely suggested the mystery of 
the madhouse. In "The Golemn the disto.rted Gothic forms 
produced a feeling of dismal st1ua1o.r 1 of nhouses that talk 
. 1/ 
a Jewish jargon and hovels that whisper. n 
A few have gone so far in the expressionist movement 
that they are designing scenery that v:ill act, th& .. t v!ill 
ctctually move and take vaxt in the play. The exr·ressioni st s 
of 11 Der Sturm11 made considerable e:cperimentation along this 
line. The Dutch artist, Herman Rosse, now living in America, 
has made some i111portant discoveries regarding moving scenery. 
The illusion: of rwving scenery is· to be accomplished 
partly by chang~ng lights and moving materials, and partly by 
means of designs proj eoted by a motion picture machine. Thus 
. . 
a background full of lif:3 s.nd dynamic is created and a 
continuous emotional picture is presented.~ 
1 
MacGowan, Kenneth: Continental Stagecraft, p.55 
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Since sucha background naturally overshadows the 
actors, it .is intended for e .. play of the aesthetic type, in 
which the actor is not primarily important. That the new· 
settings often make the acto-r of . secondary importance is a 
common criticism. Concerning this Ros.se se.ys: 11 From a. 
purely e~eathetic vietV1JOint the ef:tect of this developing of 
the background e..t the expense of the acto:r will remake the 
dynamic play. Imagine beyond the proscenium a void in which 
planes and bodies will develop themselves in limitless_ 
gradue/Gions of color and shape in one great rhythm with the 
coordinating r!lu.sic ,_ two-dimensione~l patterns in kc:.leidosco:pic 
succession, and these fascinating patterns formed by the 
intersection of solids, dart.s of color across a SOi'iibre back-
ground, lines, pla1ies, or solids,. and symbols of man and 
sur .rounding nature, all emphC>.sizing the mood of the music! 11 11 
Thomas Wilfred, machinist J musician; and cLrti st, has 
perfected in his le.bor,itory on Long Island the ncolor organ11 
and by it Wilfred has achieved the conception of Rosse in an 
art enti:rely serarate from the artificial theatre, an art of 
pure color and form. 
11 Thie organ may obvi(;usly be compared in r11any respects 
to the pipe o.rt;an so f<:;-r as structure goes ... Instead of the 
-vvind chest there are a number of sources of white light. And 
in this white light all possibilities of color lieJ as all 
sounds in the wind. It is the harnessed force for all colox. 
r· ""'~.·c .·. :~·-··,- . : . 
.:_.,,-Rosse, Herman: quoted in The Theatre of Tornorrow ~ pps., 
121,122, by Kenneth :MacGowan 
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This light~ passes ~through an inst:r;un1ent j a combination of 
- -
the mechanical, elect-rical and optical 1 - which is controlled 
by the keyboard. A setting of- the sto_ps and Cv pressure of 
the keys release th_e neutral white lisnt and put it to 
~York s-s ~iiind is -put to worlt in ari.- organ,_ lead it to definite 
- _- - 1/-- • _- -
so'l.irces of c-olor and sound. !1- -
A moving_,processi_on of beautiful shapes and colors 1 
apparent1y produced _by prisYiH3 and crystals, are thus created 
by the organ on a plaster screen. "The figures ..... sweep 
slowly andma.jestically upward 1 burn in upon themselves like 
crystal veilings uioved by mysterious and heavenly '.Tlinds. 
Floating in three-dimensional space .... they seem to turn 
inside-out into a fourth, .... The final effect is utterly 
a.part from- the theatre as 1ve know it. It is rr:.ore cf some 
n::.ystio philosophy of shapes and numbers, come to J.ife, a 
- - _ at 
religion of pure form sprung out of the· void. 11 - 11 This art of 
mobile co-lor may be. capable of be-coming the last step 
tow~rd the completion of the use of.light in art, as music 
_- ·y 
courplet es sound. 11 
The 11 Yuystic- q,uali ty11 of the_ color organ vms present 
in the onJ.y e:;:pressionistioally presented pla,y UJ.:>on Broadway, 
the production by Arthur Hopkins of "Hacbeth, n \Yi th settings 
by Robert Edmond Jones. This whole rroduction we.s so unique, 
even in·a day of unique happenings in the theatre, and such 
==~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------------------
. !'- > ~:·"· --
Young, Stark: Theatre .l1.rt s 1-lre~fSaZine, Je,nuary 1922, p. 29 
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an unusual departure for an ft.Jaerican. corraneroial the_atre, that 
- _ .. - . -
Kenneth ll'acGowan' e -desO!iption is- quoted at length: 
11 Throughout, JOnes attempted by significant 
form to create an abstract background eJC"fJressing 
the spi.rituc:~l relatioru;hips of the p1~Y. He saw as 
the dominant element of Hacbeth the abnormal in-
fluence of the powers symbolized by Shakespee ..re in 
the witches. He tried- to visualize the superhuman 
nB,ture of these mystic forces in gigantic masks 
appearing high in the air above the blasted heath~ 
Through the rest of the· play he placed upon the 
stage very simple and abstract forms to carry the 
mood induced by the supernatural influences 'I:Vhich 
sieze and dominate the che,racters constantly 
throu~out Macbeth. These bits of setting vvere, to 
him, things proj ec.t ed by the masked forces upon the 
act ion of the play. ; .. -. 
11 The main portions of the drama .... were f~cted 
upon a deep stage su:rrounded. by dimly seen black . 
hangings. For the first scene of the witches there 
were only the three silver masks hanging above and 
tgree similarly masked :figures in red standing 
motionless in a pool of light below. For most of 
the scenes in Inverness, Jones used one or two set a 
of arches, curiously cmd disturbingly aslant. These 
developed in dramatic force as the course of the 
play altered. When Macbeth reached the highest point 
of his success the two groups seellied to lunge forward 
aJnd away toward triun1ph. In the last scenes, when he 
heard of the coming of Birnam -vvood, only one set of . 
arches remained and it seemed almost toppling to the 
ground ..... The th1'one of the bancauet scene was backed 
crazily by br-ooding and }!lalignant shapes. .All these 
elements-were handled in the barest and simplest 
t;rays, with an occasional dull red, like the b;wking 
of the throne. These '.ifere lit by sharp beams of li@lt 
that carne,. £'-S it v7ere, from the spirits in the void 
and made patterns of the air. The dorninating shapes 
of the bits of setting created in a sensitive spectator-
a sensation of terrible, overpowering obsession. Th,3se 
were shapes that suggested not realities but uncon-
scious forces. The characteristic form employed ~.IE;~s 
the distorted Gothic arch. -Repeated in shields, 
conicC~,l helmets and spears, it was like the dull point 
of a murderous dagger, Twisted &.s it w~s, -it naturally 
impressed upon the mind the deadly .and thwarted ambi-
tion which .the sisters gave to lJracpeth. Here was_ 
scenery attempting .to suggest an emotional idea~ in-
stead of a physical reality!" 1/ 
if HacGov:E:.m, Kenneth: The Thec-.tre of Tomorrow, pps.l23-125 
The !Jevt Playhouse 
The expressionstio development,· and, in f~.ct, the 
. . . 
1Nhole new 3tae;eo-raf't; is twarted at every turn by the 
limitations of the mode::cn conventional theatre building, 
star:·e and auditorium. Theatre architects and c;.;rti st s c-,re_ 
'-' . 
corning more and more to the conviction that the convention-
ally constructed theatre as ·it novv e:::cists must go. Thus, 
as a phc-~se of the new movement in the thee.tre, there is 
taking place a great -physical reforr!lation of the plc-~yhouse, 
the inception of' which came in Gern1any as much as fifteen 
years ago. 
The conventional stage, set within an ornate gilt 
" : - - . 
frame and i11usively lighted, is the heritage beq_ueathed 
by the Italian operasof the 17th Century, and is in no : 
way adapted to the use of 19th Century drama. In the tvork 
of such .Alilerican architects as Ingalls and Ble.ckall and 
the German architects Hc,:c Littmann and Osltar Ke.ufn;.Emn, and 
in· such thee.tres as Henry !!iller r s and Maxine ~lliott 1 s in---
Eev1 York Qity, and in the Hebbel Theatre and the Volksbtlhne 
in Berlin, there ha:s been evolved a· form sui table for the 
purposes of modern drama. The airn of the new theatre 
architects is to combine the plastic vitality of the 
Elizabethan stage with the dignity and beauty of the .Greek 
stage, and thus produce .E~ theatre apT)ropriate for any tYI;e 
• 
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of theatrical production. -The- old-fashioned proscenium is 
going. Fore stages and portals and entrances in the walls 
. . . - . 
-of the audi toriura itself are being introduced. Part of 
- - -
the orchestra will be given over to the- actors, and c-~ ii'lhole 
nev.r relfLt ion i1i:J..l be established- between audience emd 
players, one of, intimacy and ttn:ity.-
The. Dalcroze Playhou.se in _Hellerau near Dresden is 
a significant e.::::amp1e of- the ne·w· type of playhouse. De,lcroze 
he,d as assistants in his experiments the great ljghting 
expert A. von Salzmann, a native Russian, whom Maurice 
Browne calls 11 the master of us all, 11 and the lighting 
pioneer, Appia. 
The hall, designed by Heinrich Tessenow, combines both 
stage and auditorium in a single oblong room. At one end is 
placed whatever serves as stage and setting- and at the othe-r 
end are the banked seats of the spectators. Merely a, space 
of floor divides the audience from the stage. Through trans-
lucent<.walls of silk the glow of io,ooo electric bulbs 
The effect is that of illuminates both audience and stage. 
1/ 
a 11 diffused light resembling daylight without visible sun_n-
The stage and scene consist o:f a series of movable platforms 
and steps, used with simple hangings and,:flats. These can 
be used in an infinite variety of combinations.-
Max Reinhardt in producing 11 0epidus Rex, 11 "Orestes, 11 
11 The Miracle, 11 11 Festpiel11 and 11 Everyrnanu in circuses made 
another radical experiment toward a new type of theatre. 
Freund, Frank E. Washburn: English Stage Yearbook, 1914 
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These experiments .resulted in the .remodeling of one of 
the circus buildings into the Grosses Schausl:>ielhaus in 
Berlin. The European circus consists of a variety and 
athletic show produced in a permanent building. Reinhardt 
lighted the center of the circus and one end of the building 
where exits and entrances were made. These productions were 
tremendously successful. 11 0edipus, 11 given in 1910, was shown 
to 317,000 people in 93 performances in 26 cities. 
Even here Reinhardt got his inspiration from Gordon 
Craig. Craig dreamed of such a theatre: "I see a great 
building to seat many thousands of people. At one end 
rises a platform of heroic size on which figures of a heroic 
mould shall move. The scene shall be such as the world 
shows us, not e~.,s our ovm particular little ~treet shov·rs us. 
The movements of these scenes shall be noble and '7 reat: all 
'-' 
shall be illuminf.,ted by a 1iz,nt such as the spheres Give us, 
not such a.s the footli6hts give us, but such as vfe dream 
11 
of." 
The underlying principles of the Theatre of the Five 
Thousand are given by Arthur Kahane in Henry Carter's, 
"Theatre of Reinhardt: 11 
1 
"The first law o:f the new theatre is utmost 
sin1plicity ..... All accessories are superf'l:uous; 
they cannot possibly be noticed, or, if they are, 
they are a sour~e of distraction .... The elaboration 
of details, the emphasizing of nuancea disappear; 
the actor and the actor's voice are truly essential, 
while lighting becomes the real source of decora-
tion, its single aim being to bring the important 
into the light, and to leave the unimportant in 
the shadow. 
Craig, Gordon: On the Art of the Theatre, p. 98 
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"Under the influence of :.'chese rnighty 
spaces, these big, severe lines, all that is 
small and petty disaJ;)pee.rs, and it becomes a 
matter of course to ap;:.-·eal to the hearts of 
~reat ·audiences \Vi th the _strongest and deepest 
elements ... ,_. This theatre c-an only e:!i:press the 
-&JTea/G ete:rnEJ,l. elemental passions and the l-'roblems 
of humanity. In it,- spectators cease to be rr:ere 
spectators; they become- the people; their 
emotions are simple and primitive,- but great e,nd 
powerful, as becomes the- eternal hum?.n race. 
· nl.'fany things that appear to most people 
to be ~nseparable from the theatre are being · 
discarded. !Jo curtain separates stage and 
auditorium.. o.n entering the theatre the spec-
tator feels and is impressed by the l:!Ossibili ties 
of space 1 and the essential mood is created in 
. him to be preserved after the piece has begun. 
No small, strongly circumscribed, impassable 
frame separates the action of the pl~y from the 
outer world, ani the action flows f:reely through 
the vJhole of the theatre ..... The chorus arises 
and. raoves in the midst of the audience; the 
characters meet each other anlid the spectators; 
from all sides the hearer is being impressed, so 
that £:,"l'adually he becomes part of the whole, 
and is rapidly absorbed j _ _n the action, a rr.e1nber 
of the chorus, so to s:::'eCJ.k. The close contact 
is the chief feature of the new t'orm of the sta2~e. 
It mc.kes the spectator a part of the action, ~ 
secures his entire interest, and intensifies the 
effect upon him. 11 
The maaque form and open-air auditorium of l?ercy 
UCi.cKG~.ye in J\J1ierica is the closest parallel to Reinhardt 
-Ghat can be found anywhere. "In his 'I'~asque of St. I,ouist 
c..nd his 1 Cali ban, 1 Iliac Kaye has gone far tow~rds charting 
some of the essentials of the mc:.ss-theat:-ce of the future. In 
these 1:Jirtd-_blown and gisantic entertainments, he has reposed 
an unfortunate reliance on the spoken word' and neither his 
verse nor his trose has had the sim:::;lici ty and v~gor that 
such a form of entertainment demands. But in his i:magina-
tion he has seen truly the possibility of community drama, 
• 
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- .. 
of ~Lla6nificent 00llll1\Unal_ spectactle:s ;fusil~g oolo_r and -
. 111/. . 
. movement, art- z~,nd· humanity. 
Qthex axtis!Gs and c:t.:rchitects_ in Al!1erica are at ,,;·ork 
on the j)l'Oble1u. Frank LJLoyd Wri€)1 t, l'!orm~n-Bel Geddes and 
Herman Ro ::~8e axe eJ~erimenting 1Vi th forms that nill call 
for auditoriums and stages ¢liffe.rent from anything that h0,s 
ever been constructed.. 
Jacques Cor)eau in his little Th-e~tre~ du Vieux Colombier 
has had great success in effecting stage re:forms. The:re was 
with him no drastic revolution froiH the old. type_ of stage. 
In place. of. the wings and frame a permanent e~rchitectu:ral 
setting ~vas installed in the back, a balcony with steps, 
which 1;-d th the use ·of hangings could be converted into almost 
any ty·pe of background. The forestage was connected ·v~ith the 
~,udi tori urn with three curveo. steps. Th0 whole st~:Lge in 
design and colo:r carried out· the plan of the rest of the 
house. 
The war brought Co:peau to new York City anj_ he re-
modeled the Garrick Theatre toi: resemble the The'Zi/i;re du Vieux 
Colombier. The results have been very gratifying, 
While neither the ambitious playhous.a of Reinhardt 
or the natural and finished e:Jtperiment of Copec::,u axe con-
clusive, they are prophetic o:f the coming of an appropriate 
E;.nd natural home for the nerv play. 
The New Play 
Not on1y ha.s the nev~ r:-.overilent in the theatre :i,)Xoduced 
17 . . ""0 IviacGmian., K~nneth: Continental Sta0ecraft, p ~;;;, l 
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a nevi stabecraft and a new playhouse,; it is bringing a change in 
the play itself, both as to form and content .. Fven with the 
• classics to substitute for the drama of realism, plus a SiY1all 
body of imaginative drama, the new stagecraft cannot complete 
the ·:;ork of revi tali~ing the theatre. Ple~yvvrights must . catch 
up with the new stagecraft> for the play is the heart of the theet re. 
It is reasonable to believe that this will happen. A new stage-
cre,ft and a new ple,yhouse naturally cause the playwright to 
write in a style that will suit them. Brander Matthews in the 
thi:rd chapt e:r of his 11 Study of the Drama 11 shows how the condi-
tions of the G:reek theatre inevitably called for plays of the 
type w·ri tten by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. Shapespeare 1 s 
plays depended for their form on the Elizabethan theatre, and so 
it was V'li th j.,:oli'ere and the rest of the playvvri ghts down to cur 
own day "ending iid th Fdison 1 s ince,ndescent bulb dictating to the 
realists. n· The spirit of the new art of the theatre has been 
subtly influencing the whole art of the theatre and is slowly 
reaching the most remote element in the theatre world, the 
drarnatist. Signs of this are seen in the substi t1.1.t ion for the 
three- and four-act form of older forms, many scenes, the 
soliloquy, rhythmic prose or verse, a general deserticn of the 
old technique of realism. 
In speaking of realism a distinction must be made between 
• the 19th Century type and the new realism seen in Ibsen's 
"Rosmersholm" or O'Neill's nBeyond the Horizon. 11 The former is 
a slavish imitation of life, vvhich vvas concerned only \!Vith an 
exterior resemblance. The new realism gives us this exterior, 
.... ~.·~·. ,.,.. 
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but delves deep into the undersurface and illumines the soul 
of life, Realism of this high type ·~vill be a part of the 
theatre for a long time to come, but, at the same time, the 
i!lovemsnt will be further and further away from realism of 
any type. In regard to !realism the actor, George ArJ.iss says: 
11 If we consider the limitations of a theatre, 
and the restricted tin1e allowed for the telling of 
the story, it would seem plain that the author can-
not permit himself to be absolutely true to nature . 
. . . .. If realism mean truth to nature, then I am 
bound to adi.ait that I have never met it throughout 
any play or any performance in my experience as an 
actor. Dealing for the moment· with the plaYivright 1 s 
share in the theatrical production, let us see how 
far Ibsen was able to be true to life .... We will 
take "Hedda Gabler, 11 which is frequently spoken of 
as his best play,· It ccntains no end of tricks and 
artificiality, ·. The repeated allusions to General 
Gabler's pistols~ almost dragged in by the hair-
are merely to J.ead up to the tragedy of. Lovborg 
and the final shooting of Hedda, which I firmly 
believe Ibsen himself must have regarded as an 
extificial device for bringing the play to an end. 
Hedda Gabler in real life, with her fear of scandal, 
would never have dared to commit suicide at that 
moment, and leave her character behind her, to the 
mercy of Brack and the others .... 
"I do not offer this as a criticism of 
Ibsen's work. I am merely trying to point out that 
it is next to impossible to maintain reality while 
writing a good play. It is quite possible if you 
are content to write a bad play. But I should say 
that the art of the dramatist ie to appear as 
natural as possible while continuing to hold the 
suspense of the drama. If you cannot get drama 
and realism both at the sru~e time, then there is 
nothing to do but to discard the realism and hang 
on to the dra'Qla. Butvou.must s.o.cunnin.~lY co:p.trive it 
that you dece~ve your au~ence Wh~le they are ~n 
the theatre. "1/ 
History of Realism 
The :realistic n1ovement of the 19th Century was a product 
of the industrial bondage of this period. It had its beginning 
11 
Arliss, George: Realism on the Stage; Atlantic Monthly, April 1923: pps.434 and 436 . 
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in the fifties in the problem plays of Augier, Dumas fils, 
and Barriefre. The de Goncou.rts, Zola and Daudet int1·oduced 
11 naturalismtt in the sixties and seventies, which was a con-
sciously sordid picture of low-life~ Not until Ibsen's 
"A Doll's House," w.xitten in 1879, did realism reach 
dignity and sincerity. In the late eighties Strindberg 
began his vitalistic writings with "T-he Father," 11 Comrades," 
and "Miss Julia." Realism reached its highest point in the 
"free theatre 11 · movement of the nineties, with such play-
wrights eJs Porto-Riche, Erieux~ Becque, Hervieu, Hauptmann~ 
Hal be and Suder mann. 
Maeterlinck and Rostand; D1Annunzio and Bennelli; 
the Bengian Verhe.eren; and von Hofl'nannsthahl from Germany 
began the reaction against realism. Gradua11Y the great 
xealists Strindberg and Hauptmann began to write plays in 
a more exalted and imaginative vein. While Chekhov main-
tained the art form of the realistic technique, he broke 
away from the conventional plot structure. · Shavl and Wedekind 
broke every law of the old technique they might desire. For 
all these reactions, however, themodern stage remained 
realistic until about 1910. 
What, then, will be the tedhnique and form of the 
nevr drama? T\'70 principles funde .. mental to all drama will 
remain: dialogue and rising emotional interest from the 
beginning to the end. But the new form will be·far differ-
ent from the "Ibsen formula 11 for the three- or four-act 
play. An exterior form forced upon d~runa deadens it. The 
cause of the ultimate failure of -Greek drama is undoubtedly 
., 
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traceable. to the restrictions imposed upon it by the "Greek 
unities." 
The New Form 
One element of the new forn1 will be a decided increase 
in the number of scenes. But few plays are fitted to the 
three- or four-act form. The action must be so condensed 
that it is distorted and often unnatural. The logical 
actions and sometimes even the character of the people pre~ 
sented must be changed. There must be constant strategy to 
even get the characters in the room before the audience. 
With the play of scenes the pla1rv:right has greater 
freedom for·expression and can carry along with himself the 
imagination of the audience. His original conception need 
not be distorted and he can select from the lives of his 
characters just those incidents which express his conception. 
The old form, however, wiJ.l not be discarded. If the play 
demands an elaborate interplay of characters and character 
development, with necessity for· emotional preparation of an 
intense sort, the old form is the best vehicle. "Ha.mlet 11 
can be divided into twenty scenes, but it more naturally 
falls into the other form. 
Among the plays written in the new form of scenes 
are: 11 Liliom, 11 an eight-scene drama by Molnar; "Nju, 11 a 
thirteen-scene play by Dymow; Tolstoy' ~l "The Living Corpse," 
cut from thirteen scenes to ten; Schnitzlerrs 11 Anatol,n a 
series of one-act plays; the Ben:rimo-Hazelton "Yellow 
Jacket; 11 "The Silver Box>" "A Bit o' Love, 11 11 Justice 11 and 
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"The :Mob 11 - by Galstiorthy in six soenes; "The .Awakening of 
Spring 11 by Wedekind, in eighteen scenes; Eugene Qt r-Teill t 8 
11 The E1npero:r Jones 11 , in eight scenes. 
The influence of the motion picture is seen in the 
development of scene plays. The screen has developed 
rapidity of perception, and the result will be quicker · 
drame,tic ·action on the stage. Dialogue will be condensed 
and come to the pqint more rapidly, . The soliloquy and 
even the aside nlay return, not as a laZy makeshift o:f the 
author' out as a medium of intercourse between e~ctors and 
audience. There is p:romise that elau;ents other than 
dialogue will have an inqreasing pli:ice, and that color, 
design, movement and music will be linked with words. 
Prose will undoubtedly continue to be . the general 
form of dialogue' but verse will also have its place' not 
a set measure, but changing as the en!otion changes. The 
. . 
promise of this i.s seen in ".A Thousand Years Ago," and 
11 Sappho and Phaon11 by Percy :tviaokaye;· in the free verse of 
11 The ltagical City" ·by Zo~_.Akins;- in the varied use of 
- . 
dramatic poetry in "Behind a Watteau Pictute 11 by Robert 
Eramons Rot;ers, ·and Sidney Howard's "Swords:" and in Alfred 
Kr eymbor g 1 B unusual and charming plays J . such as. 11 Lima Beans ,ti 
The Hew Content 
The- reaction from realism is riot confined to dramatic 
form_ alone .. The Content of drama is being equalJ.y affected. 
The nature of the oo :htent o£ the new drama is not as easily 
analyzed as is its forni. The attempt; will be to portray 
those deeper and n-,ore eternal aspects of the soul vv·hich 
• 
• 
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u1odern psychology has revealed in the study of the un-
conscious; to explore the-unconscious mind which is 
below the surface of man . 
School of Yevreynoff 
Three schools of playwrights have developed which 
are attempting, each in its own ·uay, 'to put these princip1,3s 
into e,pplication. ~he first is headed by the brilliant 
Yevreynoff 1 whose theory is e~tpressed by the word "mono~ 
drama. 11 According to this theory the play in its entirety 
should be seen by the spectators through the eyes of the 
- . : 
hero; therefore, every element in the play must assume the 
color, movement- End motive vrhich he believes it to possess. 
Vihether or not any- lasting results will come from Yevreynoff's 
theory is hard to predict~ 
Futurist School 
A second school, headed by F. T. Marinetti, Eluilioi1 
Settimelli and Bruno Corre., is attemptint; to reveal those 
deeper aspects of the soul through a ~-rather violent species 
of the futurist movement. 
The plays of Marinette are ccuriously written and 
even more curiously p-roduced. IIost of them are extremely 
short. One shows only the feet of the actbrs 1 the rest of 
their bodies being hid.den_by black c'lirtains :teaching almost -
to the floor. -In another~ _merely the hands showed above 
the black curtain in syrnbolic action. 
Expressionist School 
The School of Yevreynoff and the Futurist School are 
too- eccentric to permit .of much influence or long existence. 
• 
• 
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The third school is the most sound in theory and is producing 
plays of decidedmerit. The name apJ?lied to this school is 
"expressionist. n · As is the case with expressionistic stage 
settings, the desire is to subject the appearance of the 
natural world to the inner reality of the emotion presented. 
Th3 beginnings of expressionism are to be found in 
the first impulses to reach beyond the confines of realism 
some twenty or thirty years ago in the work of certain of 
the c;reat European realists. "Both Ibsen and Strindberg 
came out of Romanticism into Realism; and pass on into a 
. ' .· 11 
Symbolism that is far on the vvay towards Expressionism. 11 
For Ibsen this tendency came to its highest roint in "V'Jhen 
We Dead Awaken 11 (1899) and for Striridberg in "The Spook 
Sonata,n (1907), a bizarre and unrealist:Lc piece. 
Chekhov and VJedekind showed similar tendencies in 
their later plays. The production o£ Chekhov's "The Cherry 
Orchard" by the ],1oscow Art Theatre revealed extraordinary 
virtues, and these virtues belonged for the most part to 
the realm of expressionism. 
A comparison of these e:r.pressionistically inclined 
plays of Ibsen, Strindberg, Chekhov and VJedekind and the 
newer expressionist dramas of Germany and America reveals 
their differences. While the ideas of the earlier plays 
Hre symbolic, fantastic and often deepJ.y spiritual, the 
language is always distinctly realistic. The new expressionist 
v . . ~ MacGowan, Kenneth: Continental Stagecraft, p.to8 
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drama is as unrestricted in speech as it is in id,~a. In 
some ce,ses this freedom goes so far that speech depends on 
sound for its sense. Eugene O'Neill in 11 The Hairy Ape" 
successfully develops a siJeech which is realistically 
idiomatic, yet nhich in idea is far beyond the characters 
of the play. 
"To follow the banner of Expressionism in play-
writing .... requires all three Graces and a. strong stomach. 
The bizarre morbidity, the nauseating sexuality, the lack 
o:f any trace of joy or beauty, which oharacterize the work 
of many of these who label themselves expressionists in 
Germany during the last few years, match Strindberg at his 
unhappiest .... Fxpressionism in the narrow sense in which 
such plays define it, is a violent storm of emotion beating 
up from the unconscious r1lind. Ex-pressionism, as we have 
so far known it" is a meeting of the fringes of the con-
scious, and the unconscious, and the rr.aeting is ats,rtling 
1/ 
indeed. 11-
Although even the most famous of these newer ex-
pressionist plays have been unable to hold a place in the 
Gerxilan repertory, they have had a strong influence in turn-
ing playwrights toward a· freer technique. The most sig-
nificant o·f the plays thus produced i:s "Masse-Mensch. n 
This play was directed by Jtirgen Fehling, who, it is 
prophesied, will become the leader of the new movement in 
the Continental theatre. 11 Masse-1\,!ensch 11 is a powerful 
tragedy of the 11 Social revolution of .the 20th Century, 11 
etagecraft, p.32 
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lil'itten by Ernst Toller. ~Then Viriting the play Toller 
,·as serving a tv1enty-year sentence in a 1Tunich prison for 
his part in the r?bellion follo~-ling the assassination of 
~i sner by the rec>.ctionaries. This fact has caused the 
play to be very unpopular with many of the people. The 
play is entirel.y vri thout realistic elements and the ·setting 
is scarcely even a symbol. It falls in seven scenes, 
four of which are real and three of ~;thich are dreahl pictures. 
The rc;al scenes are played before black curtr;dns, and there 
is no color other than the blue of the woman's dress and a 
glimpse of yellow dorae. · The dream scenes are somewhc1t 
more elaborately staged. One of the mbst gripping scenes 
is the drear11 picture of the .sixth scene, in which is pictured 
the cell of twisted scarlet bars in which the accused 
1.roman kneels. All about are ghosts and shadow-shapes vvhich 
march across a misty void. 
11 ~/fasse-Mensch·" is a powerful play, powerfully 
produced, It is the naturcl-1 outgrowth of the experience 
through vvhich Germany has passed. "The Germans have been 
through capitalism with a vengeance, thro;ugh materialism, 
through war, and through a revolution that blasted hB.lf the · 
people and did not satisfy the rest. · Hei·e: is the misery of . 
. . . 
capi talislilj the misery of abortive revolution, the misery 
' . 
of defeat and black hungei. Berlin is in· purgatory. And 
Berlin goes to . see Masse-Mensch ..• ~ . Toller and Fehling. have 
made possible the realization of thi$ intense situation 
• 
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1/ 
between :play t1-nd audience. 11 .· 
Tv\To other_ ex[~ressionist plays~ written by the Czech, 
I~arel c~ .. pek,. are noteworthy. The first ot ·'these, "The 
. . . 
Insc.:;ot Comedy, 11 is a satirical -8.nd fantastical play~ giving 
wonderful opportunity for the use of i1ew lll.ethods of produc-' 
. . 
tion. P.cst.-war conditions are symbolically expressed 
-- ·, - . . : - . 
through butterflies, vrho represent the indolent men and 
. . 
women of the unproductive strata of society and ,~iho pay 
lfO at tent ion to the thr'eatening d.i-sa .. ster. The :)·rubs 
. <:.> 
represent the ever-busy profiteers and misers Of 1.var dB,yS, 
The ants sy1t1bolize the ~'eternal laborers, 11 who are finally 
victorious. 
11R. U ,R. u is a rather gruesome 'and somewhat philosophic 
play .. These letters stand for the name of a firm y,rhich is 
in the business of manufacturing 1'Roboters," ·workmen Vlho 
c:~re made and given llfe by a mE .. chinr?.. Finally they become· 
a:rv-are of their pow3r and· kill all mankind, . e:~;:cept one me ... n. 
They discover to their horror that they have lost the 
formula by which they vvere made, and,therefore, can produce 
no more "Roboters. 11 After twenty yee .. rs they c;.,re '.vorn out 
and the end is near. In every way they Ct.re searc1:dng for 
the U'leans to psrpetU~ te themsel V8S: 'r.he one ln£!.n whose life 
had been spared finds the solution when he discovers a 
;i 
dim spark of love gro-;;ving brighter and bright ei' between a 
' - - ' 
mto' .. le and a female Roboter, Thus ttlankind V7ill again be 
restored. 
Me .. cGowan~ Kenneth~ Continenta-l Stagecraft, p,l54 
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iTone of these plays at best have attained the full 
possibilities of e:h..'":pressionism. There is rnuch that is un-
cert_ain and painfully sordid about thern. But they are 
bringing a wonderful vitality to the theatre. Such a 
play a~s Eugene O'l,!eill' s "The Hairy kpe" can well Give 
hope for the future. 
11 Expressionism in the theatre has to seek the \'Jay of 
music, the way towards beauty and ecstacy, The difficulty 
of the playwright is that he must al"lhrays feel the pull of 
the actual life e.bout him; he must make his drarne, out of 
human beings and not out of vision or pure emotional 
response. The world about him is corrupt and corrupting 
outwardly, as well as beautiful and vJonderful within. He 
cannot, like the musician,; leap away from its entanglements 
by putting his hands to sm instrumel"J.t of abstract art. But 
he can gain a certain release by forswearing as much as ]J 
possible the reproduction of the actual. 
Summary 
This, then, is the history of the new movement in the 
theatre with its various elements and results, a movement 
which is comparatively young in e,ge, yet which has brought 
a total Ul)heaval of the v1hole art of the theatre within the 
3hort span of its ao·tivity. The new moverntnt has broue;ht 
et. new stagecrc:-.f·t, a nev1 type of stage and playhouse, and a 
nevv drama, 'Nhich, on the one hand, takes the form of an 
ennobled realistic play that delves below the surface -and 
1 
HacC':tOwan, Kenneth: Continental Stagecraft, p.3S 
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reveals the soul of Inan; this type being best exemplified 
in the EnGlish School of Sinqeri ty; and~ on the other hand, 
has in the expressionis-t pla.ys of the Continent rsvol ted 
. i 
from -the old realistic t1r:pe altogether and is dealing with 
life at the meeting place of the conscious and unconscious 
mind of man. In only one as1:_ject has the new movement in 
the theat:re :reached anything like cor.t'ipletion, that being 
the technique of production known as the new sta6ecraft. 
There is r.1uch to be found in the new movement that gives 
promise of being mere passing eccent:rioi ty, but in every 
phase of activity tremendous strides are being made, and 
the future is brig;ht 111i th promise fox the theatre. 
AMERICA AND THE NEW MOV!i1WNT 
America has been briefly considered in a general way 
in conn,:;ction with these different elements of the new 
movement in the theatre. L3t 1J.S not"l, hov;ever, definitely 
consider Aiile::cica, the effect of foreign influence, her 
failures and achievements, and the outlook for the future. 
Viewing the commercial theatre as a whole, the con-
ditions are far from encouraging. The aesthetic dramaj 
~'lhich has become such a splendid thing in Furope, has been 
6iven little or no attention by the 1'-merioan drarf:b,tist and 
conm:ercial p:roducer. 
The PJnerican Playwright 
Let us consider first the .Am.-;rican playwright. The 
greatest prog:ress ma.de by the American pla,y-;.rright het.s been 
in the field of the new intensive drama of thou2,ht. "To 
• 
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perfect the old dram~ _of emotion <::,nd to add e;. nev" sig-
nificance to it - as the English dramatists are doing-
r~.ther than to strike into the untried field of dacorati ve 
ox aesthetic drama~ clearly is the aim of the youn;::;er (and 
11 
the only important) generation of American playv;rights. 11 
The new F:nglish dramatists are having a profound 
influence in .America. There are many indications that the 
American dramatist is trying to picture sincerely, beautifully 
and eu1otiona11y the real life of the times. But as compared 
with the great Friglish draY11atists, such as GcJ..lsworthy, Be,rrie 
and Shaw, he se;'-;ms to have failed in the attempt, 
It is not that the material for great,. sincere drama 
is lacking in .American life, or that there is no o.en:and for 
it. 1Jever has the time been more ripe for s. deep revealing 
of life. Producers have insisted that the American public 
has no intere.::<t in the drama of .sincerity and that it ·~muld 
not support a serious Arnerican drama. Five or ten years 
e.go this might have been true. But in the present day most 
of the people, moved by the great and dread experience of 
and sincerely, AmericC1,, with its greE<.t cities, its mounte.ins 
and its prairies; its vast polyglot numbers, is latent with 
imruense po ssi bili ties for profound drar{1a. The dramatist, 
however, who can picture the Great activity and life of 
l'Jaerica and yet show the beauty running throu:::;h it al+ in 
a strong convincing way is yet to be found. 
1 
Cheney, Sheldon: The IJew Movement in the Thev..tre, p.92 
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'l'}?..e plays of Barrie have met \Vi th gr·3a~c success in 
this country and the :rublic is r.uanif<:lsting an ever-increasing 
interest in well'-e.cted. productions of dramas by Galsworthy, 
1Tasefield, Synge, Bennett and Shaw. Some of Ibsen1 s dramas, 
interpreted by such actresses as Hrs. Fiske, Hary Shaw, and 
I!azimova, h2,ve met with striking response. Winthrop Ames 
in a series of advanced :plays has been ren:arkably successful 
in the matter of support by the public. The majority of the 
offerings of the repertoire and ex} erimental thehtres in 
Pme:rica eJre of the serious, advanced ty,;·e, and such theatres 
c.~.re steadily incree.sing in popular f<:wor and pr;~tronage. 
It would see1u, then, that the sad lack of good 
Alll•3rican plays is to be traced not to eJny inherent "difference" 
in the .A..nwrican theatre pub~.ic, nor to a d<;3arth of good 
dramatic material in AtHerican life, but rather to the fact 
tho.t no dre.matist has successfully pictured that life. 
When .American life s.nd people have formed the theme, merely 
the outward 8.spects have b.3en pr::osented, more or less 
melodramatically. Broadway has been derw;mding the "play 
with a l"'uncp:," and this phrase reveals one of the. great 
weaknesses of American drama, strength without subtlety or 
depth. It deals with the surface aspects of life, with the 
violent, brute moments. 
Another ~Teat lack in America is the absence of the 
element of beauty and poetry. With all great dramatists 
there is the artistic touch, such as is seen in the dramas 
of Barrie and Galsworthy, and it is this poetic and artistic 
"'-
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insight that has always distinguished really great and 
lasting drama. Some American playw·rights have written plays 
of beautiful poetic quality, as, for example, Percy Hackaye 
in "Sappho and Phaon 11 and Josephine Preston Peabody in 
nThe Piper, 11 but many of these are not effectively 
actable, and must be considered as literature rather than 
as drama. 
Foreign critics have brought forth the charge that 
American playwrights, as a whole, cater to the popular 
taste and sacrifise their independence and ideals to give 
t~e public what the play managers have insisted it demands. 
Drama, of course, exists for the audience, yet it need not 
be brought to the low level of the uneducated, inartistic 
part of the public. With the presentation of really fine 
things the taste of even these might be greatly raised. Then 
there is a great body of cultured men and women forming a 
goodly per cent·of the theatre public that wouldwelcome 
with enthusiasm a drruaa of depth and sincerity. Dr&aa that 
is true art will draw great audiences without any additions 
of comic relief, sensations and insincere and forced 
Gndings. 
These, then, are the wa.ys in which the AtLerican play-
wright has failed; a portrayal of .brute strength without 
subtlety or depth; a lack of the sense of beauty; and a 
pandering to the uneducated tastes of the l'3ast cultured of 
the American audience. 
What has been the cause of these failures? The first 
of them., strength without subtlety, is in sori,e l.uec...sure due 
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to the newness and youngness of everything Ar11erican. We 
are still finding ourselves, In e .. ddition, l'ftany of our 
modern playwrights are, or have been> ne·~vsp~:tper ".:riters, 
art10nt; YJhom may be ment icned EugenG WEvl t er 1 Augustus Thomas, 
and George Ade. These men have a fine dramatic sense> but 
they have been accustomed to making the most of surface 
sansational aspects of J.if e without giving mu.ch thoug'ht to 
underlying causes and motives, Their plays, w'hile full of 
vitality and force, have yet a certain sense of hurry and 
lack of depth. 
Hany of the older American playwriGhts v,rho have be3n 
t:rained in the old theatre school suppose that what is only 
theatrical is really drama. They have become so used to 
certain stock characters and si tua.tions that they ar·3 in-
sepe .. rc-ble in their minds from real drama. David · Belasco, 
for ex~:~.mple, whose training ca.me in the eig;hties and 
nineties, clings to much that is insincere and inartistic. 
An even stron6er factor in the failure of the Af;ierican 
playv:1riGnt has been a coui: ercializing of his tal~nt. T~ .~.-.:.e 
hE1.s followed the standard of the dollar rather than the 
standard of art. .Again ai1d ae;uin monetary considerations 
have caused i1l:?-i1 of real promise to lower their ideals and 
produce melodramatic plays~ others that v.rere so.ccharine \Vi th 
aentiment, and even musical comedy librettos. 11Have we no 
I:laywrights who crea.te SOili.etimes froiH inner i:mpulse, for 
love of their craft, and not solely from motives of sordid 
;ain'? Until we have such }.)laywrights we shall never have a 
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·t:ruly vi tal a:ti.d worthy .Ari1exican drairla; vv"e shall, indeed, . 
. . 1/ 
ho..ve no playvlrights deserving tb.e high title of artists. n-
Pex11aps the most. funct.aritental cause <:>f the failure 
of the P..Jll8rican plaY'vright .has beev_ the consideration of the 
play as of secorlardy importance to the acting and setting. 
The playwright has been subjected to the demr;mJs of manager~ 
producer and actor. This condition ·is chan:~'inA' 
... o o1 however, 
tre American theC~.tre is increasingly realizing that 11 the 
play is the thi11g,11 
and 
the Arn,::rican playvvrights seem, therefore, to have failed in 
their task. But compared vvi th t11.e playa of fifteen or 
t·;Jenty years a;go > there has been trerne11dous ·advanceinent. 
There are great forces a.t "Nork in the .Arnerican thee,tre which 
z.;i ve l.'-romise of a fine- floVl(?ring of A .. merican dramc;;, within 
the yec:xs to come. There are certain Arnerican dramatists 
·;vho vrould seem to give hope for future American playv,rrig11t s. 
I1ct us consider sorlie of the best of the individual .lhuerica.n 
dramatists. 
Percy : .. :e.~okaye has shown u1arked poetic u.biJity > but . 
he is some~vhat lacking in strength. Sorne of his plays> such. 
us nsappho and 'E'haon" and 11 The Sce"recrow". are to be 
l'e6a:rded as lit e:chtu:re ro..ther than actable dret.rt~a., . but more 
recently Mackaye has turned to comtempora.ry .Arl<erican life· 
for Lis themes, In 111Tater 11 and 11 J...l'1ti-l'Ie..:criuiony' n SC'Cial 
and political life is treated in rather subtle COiiLedy, 
Ji:aton, V'£.1 t er· Prichard: At the 
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these three combine {'OetiC insight. "IIi th contem;:Orbry Jvheme ~ 
-~hey have not met with v~ry _3reat succ e8s in JGhe thea:t;re. 
TJ:1ere is: in l~<::.ckaye 1 s plays a need of more comflact form, a 
hope the .. t ~,~aokaye vdll yet produce something really ,:s~reat. 
Pith added strength, more dramatic force and c, better 
technique, Me .. okaye bids fair to become one of the foremost 
.Amer·i.can playWrights of: the day. His contributions to the 
·field of oonu.uuni ty drama and pageantry have been especially 
greatj in fact, he_is probably the foremost fit,1.l.re in this 
field in An:erican. .Among his pageants are tiThG St. Louis 
Masy,ue, 11 11Cal~ban 11 E:md 11 The Evergreen T:ree. 11 
The plays of Josephine Preston P~c..body (the lc;.te -
Hxs. Harks), of which "The Pir·er" is .be'>J6 known,- are dram<: ... tic 
poetry rather than p-oetic drm:la, and she e~l~i;:ays was the po8t 
rather- than the dramatist. Her plays- will live, not because 
of their ve .. lue as drama, but because of their litare.ry 
qeauty. 
C"ugene V,Ta.l ter is one of the most forceful of Auerica,n 
plaY'Nrights. If he could combine the poetic conception of 
Hac kaye with his own stren,ith, Walter would be capable of 
. ;:;rea.t; things. He. reaches his best i:n 11 The E2~siest Way 11 and 
11 Fine Feathers, 11 -but his best exhibits no great 9"rt. His 
pJ_ays are stark realism without any eL~ment of ennobling 
beauty or spiritual insight, 
In his ideals Aut,ustus Thomas is perh;:;.ps closest to 
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the draina_ of sincerity· o£ any Alnerican p-laywright, He :first 
bece.ma knovm "chrou.gh a series of melodl·arn.:..s and farce-
comedies, popular but unim}.".iortant, 
- . 
of the dignity of hi_s art, ho\1ever 1 he was not sasi sfied 
1;Ji th his success· and tur_-ned more.·and more to •~lavs havin0· 
- ... ., c:t 
themes of sinceri"by and worth. In his later ",:;r i tings,- indeed, 
I 
ThomE:.s -is inclined to' go to .the other e:z:trerue and has at 
times been gui~ty of preaching at his audience. His finest 
' -
1.;lay is ttAs a.I:ran Thinks." Thcutc:.s·is not only e. pla.y'nright, 
recoE;;nizing the :dignity of his calling~ but he is_ a w:;..ster 
of dramatic technique- and dialogue,. e>.nd is a craftsm&n much 
in sytHpathy with the ideals of the new stasecraft. 
~:he work of Ch(:).rles ·rc1ein is significant becaus-e of 
his discovery of the value of Ame.rican life as draYtlatic 
llib.terial. He hs:.s gained great popularity in his plays 
"The District Attorney, 11 11 T·Ife.ggie Pepper," 11 Th8 Lion and ~the 
!Jousen and "The Third Degree, n but in them 'there is :tnuch 
of insincerity and thea·tricali ty out of keeping with his 
serious themes. 
Certain o:f the younger Americe.n playv;·rights ci.re 
deserving o;f serious consideration. Ainong these, 'li'dvJQ.rd 
Sheldon gives special :t.:..rolilise. His first play "Salvation 
!~ell~ 11 although sli;:5htly shallow in sentiment, had gr$a.t 
rou~antic charm. The same might be said of· "The Hie;h Road11 
c ..nd "Ror11ance. 11 They also hold the interest, but it is 
doubtful if they have any significant vaJ.ue. In "The 1Tigger 11 
--
Sheldon has incorporated a lar;:;er and more serious outlook. 
This play justifies the predication of the possibility of a. 
• -...:.;:,.....' 
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le::.rge future for Sheldon. 
Chc~rles Kenyon is anoth~::r of the .:.-··romising young~:r 
A.Jr,3rican pla:ywrights. His 11Kindling 11 has a del1th of truth 
and sincerity that is a new ancl hopeful note in American 
Charles Rann r:ennedy in 11 The Serva.nt in the House" and 
11 The Terrible :;eek, 11 produced plays of real greatness. 
r:ennedy is very close to the hi;;h;;st type of intensive, 
sincere drarna, buJG he can harclly be claimed as one of the 
American playv.rrights, since he is a product of ·t;h(3 Fnglish 
rather than the AYnerican stage. 
Eleanor Gates, in 11 The Poor Little Rich Girl~ 11 has 
brought to the American stage that element of femtasy and 
poetry which it so lacks. The re~'-1 and the imaginative are 
mingled in a way that SEl-vors of Barrie, and Ulis play is a 
distinct contribution to American drama. 
The last thrse or four years have '.'ii tnessed the rise 
of an .Ali1erica.n plaY1i;iright so in harmony ~:ith the 1:=•rinciples 
of the ne1..r theatre movei'iLent and ·with such a depth of insizht 
into life that he ~ives extraordinary promise. 
QIHeill, winning twice in succession the Pulitzer prize, 
is now contributing re2,ulr.crly to the best plays of each 
s2;ason. 0 1 Neill is essentially a realist, vvhose riork goes 
bene~th the surface and holds up the picture. of the real 
soul. Among his realistic plays are "The .Straw, 11 11 Bsyond 
the Eorizon, 11 "The Dream'Jr Kid," 11 Th:;; First Ean11 and "Anna 
Christie. n In "The ITmperor Jon~:o;s, 11 a remarke,ble portrayal} 
in gight scenes, of racial evolution and the strength of 
·fi· 
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the subconscious~ and in "The Hairy .Ape 11 0 1 J\Teill goes 
beyond realism into expressionism, 11 The Hairy Ape 11 is 
the story of 11 a e;igantic and e .. wful stol~er on an ocean 
liner. , . , The scheme of . the play is to show us an abysmal 
brute strong in the sense of his ovm p0\7,3r, 2~ pov1er. thc-ct 
cl.ri ves through: alJ. life just as the st ec-; .. mer he fires_ dxi ves 
through the water, an(l then to shake his confidence and to 
drive him to destruction by bringing~ up against him sharply 
and su<ldenly e~nd terribly the realitY · of the life above 
him. -Down into· the stokehold where he is sweating and 
cu:rsing, ··comes a decadent daughte:r of :riches. She 
this human hor:ror in che :red 1ight of the furnEces~ cries· 
. . 
1 You.filthy beast! t and faints. :Fox the rest of the play 
Yank, the stokor; struck into thou3ht of hirnself ~;md the 
world 1.-'.'hich has degraded and insulted him,. seeks vengeance. 
I-Ie ends a. dec-... d mC~.n inthe cage of.a gorilla with whon1 in 
a. last jes}iers ..te iiiadness he ·wanJGs to swea.r blood-brotherhood. 11 
Summing up the present situation of the ,American 
plb .. ywright, i't may be said the,t li·ttle or no contribution 
hus been made to the E· .. esthetic elrama, and thst 1Tuzene 
.O'Neill alone has ventured into the field of expressionism. 
What progress has been mc~cle in the new moverr;ent hc-,,s been 
largely iYl the directi0~1 of the· dre;r.uc:~ -Of idea c-~nd sincerity. 
T:-l1ile com:fia:red ",Ni th the gres~t En,;lish dramatists the 
.A1110rican dramatists -seem a f[;t;ilu.:ce, there_ are hopeful si;·ns 
of progress. • 1'Br.ooding ove:r all the signs:~ one need not 
stretch the iru:t{~im::..tion · tc:,o far to see zn:erging_ out of the 
1/ 
-· I~iacGoi.'JanJ Xenne:th: Thaetre · .Arts :-.T£c.0[t.zine, July 1922, 
Broadway at the S;rin;:;, P1:s.187-188 
y· 
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future the man of wide vision, the poet who yet is the 
perfect ~technician, who iVill weave the material of the 
time into a gripping story, at the same time revealing 
1/ 
the beELuty of his own ima.ginE<.tion. 11-
The American Producer 
Let us now turn to the .Ail!erican producer of the 
commercial theatre. There is little to be aeen here 
that is even remotely suggestive of the ideas of Craig 
or other European artists. The aver~ge American dra,matic 
production, confining our attention no·l'i solely to the 
com:uercial theatre, continues to be a slavish realistic 
presentation with photographic accuracy and naturalistic 
detail. Beauty and unity have been driven from the 
lul1~rican theatre by the pursuit of naturalism and meaning-
less realism. In the first place, nearly every American 
drama, has been produced in settings that take the atten-
tion from the action, and, in the second place, the 
author 1 s dre.lllatic plan and continuity of action have 
been destroyed by an introduction of various types of 
extraneous "stuhts, 11 comic relief, etcq calculated to 
arouse interest. 
David Belasco, staunch advocate of naturalism, is 
perhaps the leader amc1ng American producers. This is un-
fortunate, for his influence is s;reat, and "Belascoism11 
is a 6reat hindrance to the nev-..- illovement in America. · 
Belasco sets forth his creed in the sentence, "I 
balieve in the little thinGs." In a Belasco production 
1 
Cheney, Sheldon: The New Movement in the Theatre, p,95 
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every detail is represented, nothing is left to the 
imagination of the· spectator. Even in "The Return o:f 
P·~ter Grimm, 11 in which Belasco carne the nearest to creat-
ing atmosphere of any of his productions, the setting was 
one of painful and distracting accuracy, 
The same faults will be found in nine--tenths of 
the sett ihgs of the Alnerican coruwercial producers, only 
the:oe - Itlaw and TI"rlanger or the Shuberts, - do not attain 
the naturalistic perfection of Belasco. The ext srior 
settings are even more painful; real trees and painted trees 
mixed together, buildings of swaying canvas ·vvi th real doors 
and windows, signs, laxn,k)-posts, and once there vvas produced 
a real field of lettuce the.t aroused the utmost curiosity 
of the spectators .. Few indeed have been the restful, 
su.:;;ge.:>ti ve settings that are so essential to art. 
Let us turn to those extxaneous incidents introduced 
. in the play, ·\vi th the intention of increasing interest. 
Belasco himself tel1s of a cat that; was trained to walk 
across the ste.ge and to stretch himself at a given point 
in a produc·tion of "Hearts of Oak, 11 and of a baby vvho 
laushed at just the right place. 11 That ce.t," he says, 11 was 
ab7ays greeted vvi th laughter ancl applause, and every night 
broue;ht down the house .... The animated baby \o-von the house 
every ni~ht) s.nd both the cat e.nd be;.by drev; hundreds to 
the theatre. 11 To be sure, but one wonders what happened 
to the mood and interest of the dr.::1.ma it self in the interim! 
In one of the most intense scenes of 11 The Woman,n 
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another Belasc.o production, the sc.i.ueak of an r~scend.ing 
pnsuntatic elevs,tor was so YJonderfully imitated that the 
entire attention of the audience passed from the play to 
it, and the dramatic inter eat he.d to be entirely rebuilt. 
Hot1-vi thstanding Belasco t s axtist,ic limite,tions, 
hmJever, he has znade rea,l contribution to the .funerican 
stage along certain lines. He has the conception of the 
all-corluUI),nding director through ·uhose hands should pass 
every eleu•ent of the production. His careful and deliberate 
preparation of eachproduction is a fine example for all 
producers. As a mechanician Belasco he,s made several 
valuable contribuJGions, and in the ms/cter of lighting he 
has advanced very far. 
Among all the American conlm·ercial producers but two 
or three are following the new ideals of stage production. 
Arthur Hopkins has done the most for the progress of the 
new stagecraft in the comr,,ercial American theatre, just as 
=~aurice Browne has done the most for its progress in the 
field of the little theatre. With the aid of the scenic 
artist, Robert Edmond Jones, whose dssigns are an embodiment 
of the hi.§';hest in the new stagecraft, Hopkins has shown 
the possibilities of ·che new art for the professional dratna 
of today and together they have remEode realistic production. 
Edw:ln Bj8rlor1an a;_ptly summarizes the condi tiona of 
the theatre in AH:erica as follows: "The American theatre 
\ias organized as a vast ga1nbling business; and the profes-
s:i.onal gambl·zr, i·s the, last l,llan in the world to talte a risk. 
••• 
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So the Broadway producer, afraid above all else to 
play the e;arne in a nevv Hay, and cli:rlging tenaciously to 
his traditional superstitions and conventions, repeats 
himself yaar in and year outj and New York spills to the 
four corners of the country an unending stream of musical 
cmnedies, and revue> and crook plays, and society farces. 
It is only the very rare exception that is new, that is 
different, that is or~ginal. Thus the professional theatre 
has set up a false ideal of commercial success and imitation-
1/ 
and real progress doze not come that way. n 
To find the strongest infl1iences toward progress in 
the new ideals of the thea/ere in .America, one must look not 
to the commercial theatre, but to the foreign plays incor-
porating these ideals which have been imported to this 
country, and to the ame.teur and seini-:-professional experimental 
and little theatres vvhich have sprung up in the last ten or 
fifteen years . 
Progress through Foreign Influence 
The European influence on the Art.erican theatre, coming 
into direct contact with the American stage through imported 
plays, has been very great. Let us consider the individual 
contributions of the different countries. 
As has been stated, the dramatists of the ftnglish 
School of Sincerity have had a strong influence on the 
American playvr:right in his progress toward a drarua of sincer-
i ty and idea. The plays of B~u·rie have met with great success 
in this country, and Galsworthy> !k-tsefield, Synge and Shaw 
are increasingly in demand. Mrs. Fiske and l'!'azimova a few 
Bj~rkman> Edwin: quoted by Cheney on page 178 of The New 
Movement in the Theatre. 
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years ago met a fine response in a series of Ibsen plays.· 
These Fnglish plays have had a large influence in makiD6 a 
. . -
place for the drama of sincerity in the hearts of the 
theatre public .. 
There has been ari increasing interest in the repertory 
of the Irish Players and in Irish plays in general. The 
Irish Players have been seen in this country once or tv/ice. 
"The White Headed Boy, 11 produced in Hew York during the 
se~son of 1921, is a clever, pungent I:r:ish comedy, in which 
production were seen some of the o:r:iginal Irish Players. 
The Viennese influence has entered .M11erica largely 
throuc;h the plays of Arthu:r: Schnitzler. In 1912-13 his "Anatol, tt 
a series of one-act plays, was one of the most noteworthy 
of Broadway productions, and both 11 Anatol 11 and "The Green 
Cockatoo 11 have been p:r:esented by.several of the experimental 
theatres. The heaviness of the German is lacking in the 
Austrian plays and Schnitzler is distinctly Austrian.· He: .. 
has a delicate e~istocracy and refinement of touch in his 
plays. Schnitzler's power is the creation of an atmosphere 
11 a dim twilight atrr1osphere as of autumn evenings crowded 
with reminiscence. It is indescribably charming and con1-
pletely aimless, a d:r·sam world as m~:~gical e.s that of any 
. 1/ 
symbolist, yet unsymbolic." · 
11 Liliom, 11 an eight scene play by Franz Molna:r, comes 
from Budapest and its production by the Hew Yo:r:k Theatre 
Guild, with settings by Lee Simonson, has met with distinct 
Dukes, Askley: 11 Anatol anCi. Other Plays. 11 His introduction. 
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success. 
One of the chief influences from France we .. s the 
sojourn of Jacques Copeau in 1-Tew York City during the Great 
V!ar. He was a veri table ambassador of French culture. His 
influence was in the direction of a more beautiful and plastic 
formal stage. Frarice has been rather untouched, however, 
by the modern currents apparent elsewhere. The plays of 
Rostand, Me,eterlinck and Molie're are frequently produced in 
America. The plays of Maeterlinck, notably "Sister Beatrice, n. 
have furnished good opport~nities for a practical applica-
tion of the new principles of design. The plays of Brieux 
have given an impetus toward the new realism. Two new French 
plays produced very recently in America are 11 Don Juan, 11 an 
adaptation of Henri Be,taille' s "IJ 'Homme a la Rose," and 11 The 
S.S.Tenacity," a character comedy in three acts from the 
French of Charles Vidrac. The essence of modern French 
drama is to make the appeal in the ·most direct way possible. 
There is no hesitation in using gross material grossly, 
There is much that is seemingly immoral in the plays of 
Bataillej for exarnple, because he deals with the most 
elem3ntal and natural forces in personified form. 
Germany has given the strongest inpetus toward ex-
pressionism. But few German plays have been produced in 
this country, chief among them being the expressionist play 
by Georg Kaiser "From Morn to Midnight. 11 This is the 
story of a bank clerk who, under the spell of a woman, 
steals a fortune. When the woman repudiates him, he 
resorts to various types of dissi:;_1ation, and ends as a 
• 
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suicide .in a Salvation Army Hall, This is a rather 
amazing play with a marked staccato movement. The greatest 
contribution of Germany to America, however, has been in 
the impetus given to the new stagecraft. Some of the work 
of Reinhardt has been seen in 11 Sumurun, 11 and some a£ the 
younger scenic artists have made a firsthand study of 
Germany's high achievements along the lines of design. 
11 Creditor s 11 by Strindberg was admirably produced by 
Maurice Browne in the see"son of 1922. 
The Russian influence in America has been large. 
The unbearable conditions in their native land have brought 
the greatest artists of the Russian theatre to America. 
The Russian Ballet is here, and the Moscow Art Theatre 
Company, under the direction of Stanislovsky, has trans-
ported itself bodily to this country. Among the Moscow 
.A.rt Theatre Company's offerings in America is "The Cherry 
Orchard, 11 a play by Chekhov that met with marked success 
abroad. In this Chekhov's definite movement toward ex-
pressionism is seen. 
In addition, there have been many Russian plays 
produced here, largely by the eA.'IH~rimental theatres. 
Ben-Affii is being seen in Russi~~ Yiddish repertory, among 
which is 11 The Idle Inn, 11 by Peretz Hirschbein. And.reyeff 1 s 
"He Who Gets Slapped, 11 a Theatre Guild production, suffered 
much change in its journey from Moscow to lTew York. This 
is a bitter, mad.; tragedy of the realistic type, the 
e.tmosphere of which was considerably sweetened and softened 
in the production by the Theatre Guild. J..~ee Simonson's 
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settings were probably the best ever d:::signed for a 
realistic play in America. "The Life of i:tan, 11 a rather 
gloomy, heavy play by Andreyeff, was recently produced 
by the Harvard Dramatic Club in Boston, the settings of 
which were expressionist. 
Balieff's 11 Chauve-Souris'' has also suffered change 
in the transportation to American soil, but not so great 
c'. one as did "He. 11 110hauve-Souris 11 is a brilliant and 
consistent 11 super-cabaret. 11 
Through the importation of these foreign plays, 
all of vvhich are :r·roducts of the new movewent in the theatre, 
.PJnerica is seeing at first hand the practical application 
of sonle of the highest idee,ls of the new theatre. Hany of 
. these plays furnish excellent material for working out 
the new principles of design and setting on the part of 
.A.111erican stage artists, and for experiment by the little 
theatres. Some of them are being attert.pted by the more 
e,dvanced of the commercial theatres, although it is the 
little and exr:erimental theatres that are offering the most 
of these foreign plays to the public. Other examples of 
imported. plays will be given in connection with the 
follovving discussion of the experimental theatre. 
Experimental and Little Theatres 
The second and most powerful agency of progress in 
dramatic art in America is coming in the aruateur and semi-
professional theatres and dramatic societies which have 
sprung up in the past ten or fifteen years as a prot est 
• 
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against the conm1ercialism of the professional theatre and 
to satisfy a longing on the part of many for the best 
things in theatre art, which the co~nercial theatre overlooks~ 
Their ideals are in the direction of art rather than com-
mercial success and their methods are experimental· rather than 
traditional and fixed; hence, they have advanced far beyond 
the coxnmercial theatre. They have not so far developed a 
g-reat American dra,ma or corrected the inartistic faults of 
the professional theatre, but their influence is counting 
largely even in the comrflercial theatre, and they deserve 
the credit for practically all the advance in dramatic art 
that has been made in Anlerica. 
The experimental theatre, for purposes of discussion, 
may be divided into two classes: (1) the 11 art 11 theatres, such 
as was the Chicago Little Theatre, which exist for the 
production of plays not commonly seen on the corr1nlercial 
stage and to do exr·erimental work; and (2) the university 
and college theatres and dramatic activity. It is in these 
two that the wide-spread spirit of change and the freedom 
for experimentation exist. 
The Chicago Little Theatre, founded by Uaurice 
Browne, a1though no longer in existence, furnishes one o:f 
the most typical and interesting examples of this type, 
Maurice Browne has done the most for the progress of the 
new stagecraft in the world of the little theatre of 
probably any producer. Beginning with amateur material 
Browne, with his characteristic .. energy, plroduced a-n organiza-
• 
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tion which during its existence was one of the most vital 
expressions of the new dramatic spirit in America. The 
. . . . 
first season saw the production of ~uripides 1 "The Trojan 
Women," St:cindberg 1 s 11 The Stronger, 11 Y8ats' "On Baile's 
Strand" and Schnitzler 1 s 11 Anatol. 11 This list is indicative 
of the breadth .~_of view and courage of this organization. 
The Chicago Little Theatre showed a preferance for literary 
and poetic drama and produced certain literary plays rarely 
seen on the s-tage else\i1lhere, among them some of the less 
known of Yeats' work and Wilfred Wilson Gibson's 11 \Vomenkindn 
and "The Ferry." The newest ideals of simplicity and sug-
gestion were incorporated in the settings. The Chicago 
Little Theatre exerted e, large influence all over the country, 
and thus it is deserving of consideration even though it is 
not now in existence, 
The Boston Theatre, which gave to Livingston Platt 
the opportunity to work out his theories of symbolic and 
suggastive setting, exemplified the experimental ideal and 
produced little known plays, both An~erican and foreign. 
The Boston Toy Theatre has been succeeded by the Henry 
Jewi tt Players, a repertory comparry bringing to the public 
some of the best European plays, chiefly those of the 
Fnglish School of Sincerity. Livingston Platt later has 
found opportunity to apply his principles of staging to 
productions of the more advanced commercial theatres. 
The Chicago Theatre Society did not have production 
as its aim, but by giving financial support it has enabled 
th~.? Chicago Fine Arts Theatre to present semi-professional 
• 
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companies such as the Irish Players of the Abbey Thl~atre, 
Dublin; 11iss Horniman 1 s excellent corn:pany from her repe.rtory 
theatre in Manchester; the Coburn Players; and Winthrop 
Ames 1 production of 11 Anatol. 11 Among the productions ware 
some of the best of the new Fncslish dramas, as many as 
tv:enty-two plays by Irish dran;atists, and ce.rtain contempo.rary 
plays seldom staged, such as Charles Rann Kem::edy 1 s "The 
T'3rrible :Meek 11 and 11 The !l:ecessary -Ji'vil. 11 
The l·~ew York I,ittle Theatre, now known as the I~ew 
Theatre, unde.r the di.rection of Winthrop Arr~es, does not 
experiruent in unknown fields so much as it applies those 
things the ex.p.e.rimental theatres have found valuable and 
-~vorkable. Its greatest value lies in its education of an 
ever vvidening audience in an appreciation of the t.rue 
art of the theatre. The }Tew Theatre is the first Broadway 
playhouse to be directed by c.. man who is a product of the· 
new· ruovement. Winthrop .Ames is a graduate of Earvard and 
with his training in the Harvard V:'orkshop h~;; is essentially 
c .• product of the eX};erin1ental theatre. 
The l·Tew Yo.rk Theatre Guild has done spler.:.did things 
in the production of unusual plays, especi::.lly those im-
ported from Eurc.pe, such as Verhaeren' s "The Cloister, 11 
Mase:fi eld.' s 11 The Fai thful 11 and 11 Liliom 11 by i<1olner, These 
plays furnished opportunity for excellent designs by Viele' 
and Simonson. 
Other Yew Yorl: experimental theatres carrying on 
ffiuch the same work ~re the Bandbox, the Vashington Square 
Players, who during several seasons in ?.~ew York gave a 
• 
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remarkable ir,~Jetus to the vrri ting of one-act plays in 
Au1erica, and 'Ehe IT.::Jighborhooa Playhouse. William .Archer 
refers to the ~-highborhood PltotYhouse as 11 p8rhc.1-ps the most 
delightful of the 1Je1.v York sidesho·w's." Those\ v1ho know it 
more intimately give it a far higher place than that. Con-
cerning this theatre Oliver E. Sayler St:.ys: nr like to 
think of the !~':-;ighborhood Piayhouse of the Ec:nry Street 
Settlement .as a le,boratory built securely on the gfound floor 
. 1/ 
of c..n ulti:mate national theC~,tre, 11 - and TErs. Fiske says of 
it: 11 0ne of the most stirnulc:-/cing playhouses I knor;. Rare y 
600d taste prevails everyviThere - good taste, good S·3nse. n 
This theatre was founded in 1815 to meet the community's 
need for aesthetic self-expr9ssion. There were established 
cJ v;orkshop for all the arts of the theatre and classes in 
acting and dancing. Fine :plays and noteworthy o.rtist s and 
playeJ.'S \'iere a-: the first brought from the outside for no 
ether purpose than ex&.rDple. The dems~nds ·of the audience, 
ever incre~sing in size, have grown beyond the players of 
the Eous e itself, so now it is necessary to employ a profes-
sional compe.ny v;i th a ree:,ular subscription see"son of 
performc:...nces. The ?~eit;hborhood Playhouse is on2 of the 
pioneers in the ne\V_ field and has brout,ht to the Ai1;erican 
stage numerous sisnificant plays which otherwise \vould not 
have reached it . 
The Provincetoim Players, whose first productions 
V!ere made ox; Ca:pe Cod, later opened a sr.r,all playhouse in 
}T:;w York and it '~N"as these Ple.yers VihO gave the public an 
1.t Saylar, Oliv:;r :·:.: Theatre Arts ~-T.agazine, Jan.l922, 
2/ Fiske, lo~rs. " 11 11 11 
o~;portuni ty to knovi ths dre:1xnas of T:"u;.1;ene 0 1 Heill. 
p,l5 
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The art theatre n:ovement is e,:rowing so fast it 
e,lttlOst defies accurate record. Philadelphia and Los 
Angeles both have their Little Theatres. Thi3re are the 
I.ake Forest Pla.ye:rs, the :F'or est Thee-tr e Group at Carmel, 
the Detroit Theatre of Arts and Crafts under the direction 
of Sam Hume, and many amateur stage societies all doing 
pioneer work in the rroduction of 11 advanced 11 drama and of 
the less familiar plays both foreign and native, and are 
rutting into practice.l application the principles of the 
new stagecraft. 
University Theatres and Dramatic Activities 
I,~et us turn now to the dramatic activities of som~ of 
the ArEerican uni versi ties as anot~. er sign of progress in the 
United States. HarV(;trd University stands first in the 
direction of original student composition. Under the able 
ldC!..de:rship of Professor George 1?ierce EaJ:er a t'llm-year 
course in dramatic composition is offered, the personnel 
of the cl&.ss being determined on the basis of original play 
manuscripts. The "Forty-Seven vrorl{shop" (taking its name 
from the nurl'lber of the cou:r se) has developed as a dramatic 
laboratory in which the students' plays are staged. The 
:r:roduct ions of the Vi.'orksh6p have covered a very wide 
range, from pure Ijantonl.ime to intensely psychologic plays. 
Those plays 'Nhich ha'V'3 d .. 8:nlonstrated hic;hest worth are later 
pres~:nted in a i!o:re public ·way by. the Harvard Dramatic 
Club, and i11any of them are available in printed form and 
are being produced all over the country. 
• 
Siulilar utovernents are taking place at Yale, 
Dz:..rtmouth, Vassar and V'ellesley. The ::-·~roi::th of dramatic 
'-' 
activities at the University of Wisconsin is an exceedingly 
significant d•3VelopnH:mt. Und,?.r the leadership of Professor 
Dickinson there has been :=stablished the V:isconsin Drartl2~tic 
Society, whish is doing fine work in originc:~.l productions. 
Its aim is the creation of e. distinctive. body of :!iddle 
Western American drali.la, 
The dramatic activities at the University of 
! 
Ce.lifornia havb been chiefly in revivals and productions of 
poetic dran:a. The 11 Greek Theatre 11 ha.s offered an inconlfar-
able setting for plays of this tYI...:>e. The works of tl:ce famous 
Greei~ dramatists have be ;n presented in a fine way in this 
theatre. Among the Greek p-roductions have. been "The Birds 11 
of A.ristophanes, the 11 Aj a:.cn of Sophocles, and .Aeschylus 1 
"Eumenides. 11 Other productions include such vridely divzrsified 
plays c._s 11 The Little Clay Cctrt 11 from the Sanskrit, Schill ~r 1 s 
~~-£~ria, Stu. art, 11 and Ibsen 1 s 11 Vikings at Eelgeland." A numbGr 
of the early ,:rngJ.ish mystery and miracle plays have been 
given, many of Shakespeare's plays, also plays of Jonson, 
Phillips, and Shaw. The Greek Theatre has attracted 
professional companies and plays have be:m siven which found 
an ade(iuate and extrerr;ely effective settir..g in the Greelt: 
Theatre. Among these professional offerin6S WGre 11 A:"'tigonG" 
and 11 Flectra 11 produced by nargaret Anglin: Racine's "Phedre" 
by St~.rah BerrL.1.ardt; l~aude Adams in Rostand 1 s "!: 1 Aiglon; the 
E:.:m Greet Players iE Shakespeare plc-~ys. It cannot be doubted 
S5. 
that such c.., dramatic education given to the students of 
1:1. great ,university is helping :..co build the foundation for 
a coridng great American drama. 
'VJhat is being done at the University of California 
is being carried out in elJ.ually vital eJ\.-periu1ents at ten 
or c-,. dozen universities throughout the country. 
Anothsr helpful and broad(::ning·university influence 
hhs been the courses in dri:i,matic literature. The instruction 
of such ll:len as Professor V:illiaru. T..~yon Phelps of Yale, 
Professor Dickinson of the U~iversity of Wisconsin, Prblesaor 
Eaker of Ht;J..!:Vt~ .. rd, and Prof·:issor Richard Burt on of the 
UniV·3Xsity of_ i,:;innesota i_s doing much to give to_ the 
rising generation the vision of a finer drama than has 
-
yet been drcrui!Gd of in the Americe,n theatre. 
Open-Air Thsa:tres 
A significant phc;.se of the _ eK.rerimerital rwvenwn·ti is 
the development of the open-~:dr theatre. v.ri thin the le .. st 
feri years a le .. :rg~ numl)c:':r of O'IJ.td.oor theatres have been 
built in Juirerica, and the oren-air theatre has becmne a 
large ft:~.ctor in vrholesome dri;;.matic progress. 
The int-ensive sociz.l drama, the lA1:Cr3lY euotional 
play 1 and the -bjrpe of r.ile.y that depends uron an intimE'-1 .. te-, 
interior <;;.tr.iosr:;l1ere, do not l·~nci themselvBs-to l;rcaentat,ion· _ 
in. the ~ut~door theatre, but sinlple and decorative· sorts of 
drc.l1;a CC\X. be given out...:of..2doors iiVith far 3..-:t'eate:r: effect 
"Ghc;,n w'i thin. Plays tha.t are spec-ially suited to production 
ir. thase out-d.o~or _.tllC:atrc3S cl,i'0 thOS·8 O_f broad .r.::~ther than 
• 
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u.r;on decorC~:tiva movsment J proc.ession, pe.[:;eP..ntry and dancing. 
Here the. large mass,. and che:nging lines and colors count 
for :tUost. 
Certain limitations have been found in the cut-door 
theatre c...nd certain lessons have been l~arned through ex-'-
rerienoe. F'"ot onJ.y dO:,'.s the open-air theatre definitely 
liiui t thB tn:;e of drama produced, but p:LEt.ys deli;E,l'ldii~g c.'3rtc...in 
mechanical equipment cannot.be successfully given. In the 
second placs, "the keynote of ·the out-door stD.g·3 must be 
siwplicity; e.nd the backr;round cc.,nnot be d;)corated. Certain 
stage rnanac:;ex s ir\ brir1.~ing their plays from the rec:;ular 
theatre to the G-!'ee1~ Tn.ec:;.tre of the University of California 
have u..tt em:pted to rep-roduce their r·:;gulc.L:L' ssttinf:;s in this 
·Thee; natural sot~cing :must 
be; ~~,ccerted or the ~vhole effect is ruined... In th2: third · 
place, it has 'Qeen discover eel th<:vt clinw .. tic cor:di tions o-re 
a s·crong influence in determining the success of the out-
the co~.:mtl~y where five and· perhaps .even eisht or nine months 
of fine weather mz"y be relied upon. For uni V·3rsi ties and 
v:eather is uncertain, tha e,iri! shou1d be to first build a 
b'OO<l ir1te1'ior t11ecttr~::, c::J"Jd 5J,dd the out-door tlJ:,~atre '7hen 
:.~os.~iible. Th~ writerknows frow ,:;:;;:periel1ce the e,n:;o:i:;;ty 
i?7it;h which. the· skies are s·~arched for prori:is2s of fine 
the perfect rlisht or after-
noon·is i'orthcoming. 
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'1:11.e development of the open-air theatre r·erhaps has 
he .. d more social than drauiat ic sicnifica.nce. Outdoor dre .. me. 
is an s:;ccetJdingly democratic thing. :r:rot only do~-s the 
community as ~i. whole frequently und.ertake united drcur,atic 
3fforts ·to b~ presented out-of-doors, but the seats are 
ungrc:-dr;;d, E<.nd rich r::md poor mingle tog.athex in democratic 
brotherhood. 
The· open-air thseJtre is a most promising influ·;mce 
in the drau1a.tic world. It is having a vtholesome and 
vi tc;~li~ing influence on 'the cormr.ercial the~.tr ss and has 
proved c•. most effective socializing &.seney. 
TLe ·work vvll.ich the experimentb.l thee .. tr3s 2~re doing 
Yiill not be fully '?ffective."Lmti_l it is l.inked up v1ith the 
proiessional the9.tres. . Th.3 Arneric8XJ ~:tudience as a v:.rhole 
cannot be reached. e;ccept · throue,:h the conmtercial theatre. 
The experimental theatres ti:ustnot lovier tl:eir idee:.ls 1 but 
the corm:.~eroial theatres must accept the ideals of the ex-
While the couw-:.ercial thec.ttre as a 
t.iihole s,eeius. fax behind e.ll . the new great novendnt in the 
thre£ttre J. there are to be s.Jen ·the sure signs of :;_;rogr·ess and 
z;.dvancement. Droadway is li-~ore and more re_sronding to the 
. . 
:liitl:;uls3s to reform beii1g carried on by the e~·q)erimental 
thaat;r2s. It is :cot ·toe· optimistic to b:;liev8 th<:.,t the ··tir.le 
is conlirit:;; vvh•:3n n:any of tha re~~ctionary -13~,Q..grs of the AH.erioan 
theatre \'Fill yield to ths_ new< ii:iOVenlsnt, and th;;-,t the United 
Staters will take a place in the field of the. finest c1.nd 
best in the art.· of t;ho the<;;.:.tre. -
SUMMARY OF THESIS 
~ The nevv movement is comparativelY young in age, but it 
has brought a total upheaval of the whole art of the theatre 
within the sho:rt span_ of its activity. The nevv movement has 
-brought a new stagecraft, a new type of stage and playhouse, 
and a new drama, which,. on the· one hand, takes the form of an 
ennobled realistic play that delves below the surface and 
reveals the soul of man, this t7pe being best exemplified in 
the English School of Sincerity; and, on the other hand, has 
in the expressionist plays of ·the Cant inent revolted from the 
old realistic type altogether and is dealing with life at 
the meeting place of the conscious and subconscious mind of 
man. In only one aspect has the new movement in the theatre 
reached anything like completion 1 that being the technique 
of production known as the new stagecraft. But in every 
phase tremendous strides are being made 7 
Compared with the great progress that has been made in 
Europe, America seems to have failed in practically every 
aspect of the new movement. ·On the part of the playwright 
little or no contribution has_been made ·to the aesthetic 
drama or the field of e:h.",Pressionism. What pr6gress has been 
made has been largely in the direction of the drama of i~ea 
• and sin·ceri ty. · The case of the American producer is even 
less hopeful when considered f:rom the view of the commercial 
theatre. Old standards of realistic and naturalistic produo-
tion are still the general rule. 
I 
• 
• 
.. 
For elements of progress in America one must tuxn to 
the production here of foreign plays embodying the new 
principles and to the experimental and little theatres. 
The situation in America seems rather deplorable, 
but the failure of the American playwright and producer is 
only a comparative one. The+e are signs of progress and 
advancement. Broadway is more and more responding to the 
impulses toward reform being carried on by the experimental 
theatres. It is not too optimistic to believe that the time 
is approaching when. many of the reactionary leaders of the 
American theatre will yield to the new movement, and that 
the United States will take a place in the field of artistic 
and sincere drama . 
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